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FOREWORDS
Use of steel pile piles in bridge foundation has increased after year 1989,
when the test application of instruction Steel pipe piles, TVH 723448, begun.
Since then more experience and investigation data have been obtained about
design, manufacturing and driving of steel piles. These experiences are
transferred to this revised instruction.
The members of the committee treating the alternations and amendments of
the instructions were foliowing: M.Sc. Matti Kuusivaara (chairman), M.Sc.
Jouko Lämsä and engineer Esko Palmu from the Brigde division of Road
Administration, M.Sc. Pentti Salo from the Geoservice Centrum of the Road
Administration, engineer Kari Väliaho from Turbular Products and Sections
Division of Rautaruukki Ltd. and professor Jorma Hartikainen and M.Sc. Juha
Heinonen from the Geotechnical Department of Tampere Univeristy of
Technology.
The instruction is written as a consulting task by GT-Geotieto Ltd. The
instruction is based on Aki Hyrkkönen's M.Sc. Thesis Geotechnical Bearing
Capacity of Large Diameter Steel Pipe Pile and Mauri Koskinen's licensiate
thesis Lateral Capacity of Steel Pipe Piles.
In revised instruction experiences obtained from performed steel pipe pilings
are taken into account. EspeciaHy the experiences from Tähtiniemi Bridge in
Heinola are collected systematically. Research work in mainly carried out in
Geotechnical Laboratory of Tampere University of Technology. Following
M.Sc. Thesis and publications are used in complementing the instruction:
Juha Heinonen, Pile Driving at Tähtiniemi Bridge, 1992; Sami Punkari,
Supervision of Steel Pipe Pile Driving, 1992; Minna Leppänen, Corrosion of
Steel Piles, 1992; Hannu Jokiniemi, Rock Shoes for Steel Pipe Piles, 1992;
Jorma Hartikainen, Bohdan Zadroga and Mauri Saari, Plugging of Open
Ended Steel Pipe Piles, Own Test Results, 1992. The research has been
finanzed by Road Administration, Rautaruukki Ltd. and GT-Geotieto Ltd.
In Helsinki in December 1992
Bridge center

FOREWORDS OF THIRD EDITION
The contents of this thirdh edition is the same as in the second edition in
1993. In the instructions "Sillansuunnittelun täydentävät ohjeet" (The
supplement bridge design instructions) minor completions to the text has
been published. Some revisions to the list of litterature and references has
been made.
The English translation is made in Tampere University of Technoiogy by
M.Sc. Minna Leppänen. The grammatical control in made by James Rowland.
In Helsinki in March 2000
Road Addministration
Bridge Engineering
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DEFINITIONS
1) Steel pipe pile
The pile is composed of a steel pipe, the diameter of which is more
than 300 mm. Steel pipe pile types diifer from each other according to
the structure of the pile point, pile shaft and the pile driving method to
be used. if a steel pipe pile is fihled with concrete and adhesion
between steel and concrete is sufficient, the structure can be assessed
as a composite structure.
2)

Unplugged open-ended steel pipe pile
This pile is a steel pipe, which is open at both ends and is driven into
the ground with biows to the top of the pile. After the pile driving the
ground level is approximately the same both inside and outside the
pile.

3)

Plugged open-ended steel pipe pile
This pile is a steel pipe, which is open at both ends and is driven into
the ground with biows to the top of the pile. On completion of the pile
driving the ground level is distinctly lower inside than outside the pile.
The state of plugging of the pile is determined on the basis of the
difference between the ground leveis inside and outside the pile.
Normally formation of the plug requires, that the pile penetrates into
the p!ugging soil Iayer not Iess than 10 d length, where d is the
diameter of the pile.

4)

Steel pipe pile closed with bottom piate
This pile is composed of a steel pipe, which acts as a pile shaft, and a
piate welded to the lower end of the steel pipe. This piate seals the
tower end of the pipe. The pile is intended to penetrate into bearing soi!
Iayer. The pile is installed using a pile hammer, which delivers biows to
the top of the pile, or by using a Franki pile hammer.

5) Steel pipe pile with rock shoe
This pile is composed of a steel pipe and a rock shoe welded to the
lower end of the pipe. The function of the rock shoe is to transmit the
pile Ioad to the rock and prevent sliding of the point. The rock shoe
should tolerate loading during the use of the struclure and pile driving.
The steel pipe pile with a rock shoe is driven with a pile hammer,
which delivers biows to the top of the pile, or with a Franki pile
hammer, which delivers biows to the lower end of the pile.
6)

Franki pipe pile
The difference between a Franki pipe pile and a Franki pile is that in
the Franki pipe pile the steel tube used as a working tube remains as a
permanent structure.
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7) Concrete pile with steel casing
The instaflation of the pile pipe requires no fulfihting of the settlement
Iimits during the final set and the geotechnical bearing capacity of the
pile is assessed according to the cast-in-place piles.

Steel pipe piles
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1 SCOPE OF APPLICATION
These instructions are intended as a guidance in the design and performance
of pile driving of steel pipe piles whose diameter is in excess of 300 mm. Pile
driving is perlormed using a drop-hammer equipped piling rig or other driving
device. The driving energy of the piling rig has to be sufficient to enable that
the bearing capacity of the piles can be verified not only on the basis of
penetration depth but also on the basis of used driving force and force
resistance of the pUe point, when the piles can be considered as driven pites.
The principles applied in this instruction are in accordance with the pile driving
class 1 of Finnish pile driving instructions LPO-87 /16/.
In special cases different methods of pile driving can be used, especially when
driving open pipes. If the driving energy transferred to the pile from the piling
rig is not sufficient to verify the bearing capacity or it cannot be detected,
verification of the bearing capacity of the pile is then based only on the
penetration depth. In such cases the piles should normally be empty of soil
and fihled with concrete. This kind of pile is regarded as a friction pile or castin-place pile, which penetrates into the moraine layer. In such case the
assessment of the geotechnical bearing capacity is carried out according to
paragraphs 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 of this instruction.
With regard to pile production, foundation design and pile driving the
instructions "Suomen Rakentamismääräyskokoelma" (Collection of Finnish
Building Regulations) and general occupational safety standards and
directions should be consulted. Notably;
- Finnish Association of Civil Engineers: "Pohjarakennusohjeet"
(Foundation Instructions) 1988 RIL 121
- Finnish Geotechnical Society: "Lyöntipaalutusohjeet' LPO-87 (Pile
Driving lnstructions), "Suurpaaluohjeet" SPO-78 (lnstructions for Large
Diameter Piles) or other valid instructions for large diameter piles
- Finnish Concrete Society and Steel Structure Society: "Liittorakenteet,
suunnitteluohjeet" (Composite Structures, Design lnstructions) 1988
Finnish National Road Administration: "Siltojen pohjatutkimusohje"
(lnstruction for Soil Survey for Bridges) (TIEL 3200537),
"Pohjarakennusohjeet sillansuunnittelussa" (Foundation lnstructions in
Bridge Design) (TIEL 2172068-99), "Siltojen kuormat" (Loads on
bridges) (TIEL 21 72072-99) and "Teräsrakenneohjeet" (lnstructions for
Steel Structures) (TVH 723449) as well as "Sillanrakentamisen yleiset
laatuvaatimukset" SYL (General Quality Requirements for Bridge
Construction), "Sillanrakentamisen yleinen työselitys" SYT (General
Specifications for Bridge Construction) and "Sillanrakentamisen
valvontaohje" SVO (Supervising lnstructions for Bridge Construction).
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2 SOILSURVEY
2.1 General requirements
When undertaking the construction project, a sufficiently thorough soil survey
has to be performed in accordance with various design stages. First, for the
selection of the foundation type, secondly, for planning and building of the
foundation structures and other foundation engineering works.
Soil survey is performed accordingto reference /31/ (TIEL 3200537).

2.2 Effect of the pile performance
2.2.1 Point bearing piles
When point bearing pile foundations are used, the location of the rock surface
and the structure of the upper rock layer is determined with soundings. The
location and shape of the rock surface is especially investigated, when
cohesive layers extend to the rock surface, when there is a loose coarse
grained soil or moraine layer on an inclined rock surface and when the dense
coarse grained soil or moraine layer on an inclined rock surface is thin. If the
coarse grained soil or moraine layer is sufficiently dense and thick, in order
that piles reach the sufficient geotechnical bearing capacity without
penetration into the rock, the soundings can be finished in the hard base layer.
In general the location of the rock surface has to be determined with
percussion drilling. To define the pile penetration and density of the
soil layers dynamic probing has to be carried out.
When point bearing piles which extend to the rock are used, the
location of the rock surface is always determined at each pile group
with percussion drilling. In special cases it is necessary to clarify the
upper rock structure with rock core borings.

2.2.2 Friction piles
When friction piles are used, the boundaries between the soil layers and the
density of the layers, are determined, both for the penetrated layers and
especially for the pile bearing layers.
Soil survey is mainly carried out using dynamic probng, standard
penetration tests or cone penetration tests. During the selection of
investigation methods and surveying operations it is essential to detect
and localize possible cohesive soil layers between cohesionless soil
layers.
Soil samples must be obtained from the soil layers that the piles are
resting on to facilitate the deterrnination of the grain size distribution. In
order to determine the shaft friction it is recommended that the
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strength parameters of the soil are investigated utilizing, for exampie,
triaxiai testing.
A soil piug can develop at the point of the open-ended pipe pile during
pile driving. if the sali piug is expioited in the design of the geotechnicai
bearing capacity of the pile, soli sampies must be taken from the
piugging soil iayer to determine at the minimum the grain size
distribution, but rather aiso the strength parameters.

2.2.3 Laterally Ioaded piles
When the iaterai capacity is utiiized or imposed ioads of the structurai system
cause Iaterai loading to piles, it is especiaiiy necessary to investigate the
strength and the deformation parameters of the sali iayers that will support the
upper part of the pile.
in fine and organic soil iayers strength values are determined using
vane soundings, and in coarse soil layers and moraine layers indirectly
using the density definition based on the soil type determination and
soundings or triaxial tests on sampies.

2.2.4 Tension piles
Where piles are used, that are permanentty or repeatediy subjected to larger
tension ioadings than the effective weight of the pile, the friction and adhesion
between the pile shaft and soil iayers has to be determinabie from the basis of
the sali survey.
Long term tension can be permitted only for piles in coarse or moraine
iayers. For this purpose the soli survey corresponding to the survey
required for friction piles is needed. Transient tension can be permitted
aiso in cohesive soil Iayers. For this purpose the vane sounding resuits
are necessary to determine the adhesion of the pile shaft.

2.2.5 Negative shaft friction
In that part of the pile shaft, where fine grained or organic sali Iayers subside
over 5 mm more than the pile, for exampie due to the fiuiing, the adhesion
force between the pile shaft and sali iayers must be determined to enabie the
assessment of negative shaft friction.
Consoiidation vaiues determined with ädometer tests made on
undisturbed sampies are required to define the settlements. To define
the cohesion, the strength values determined by vane soundings are
needed.

2.2.6 Corrosion investigations
if steei pipe piles are used, the potential corrosian risk has to be investigated.

Steel pipe piles
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The degree of aggressivity of the natural and homogeneous soil is
normally minimal. Notable corrosion may occur only in aerobic
conditions. Aerobic conditions occur above the Iowest design ground
water level described in reference /20/ (RIL-121).
The aggressiveness of the soil must be investigated with corrosion
measurements if there is organic soil, filhings, or sulphur clay in the
area, or if water surrounding the pile is contaminated. Especiaty
aggressive can be such soils, which have a Iow specific resistivity and
pH-value.
Several factors affect the soil corrosion thus making the joint effect
difficult to estimate. Corrosion investigations can examine the effect of
one, individual factor. The most important factors are the moisture
content, the amount of organic material, the acidity, the specific
resistivity, the chemical composition of the pore water as well as the
Iocation and variation of the ground water level.
The specific resistivity is determined in the field using Wenner's four
electrode method or a rod electrode. In the Iaboratory, the specific
resistivity can be determined using the soil box method or the insertion
electrode method. Various corrosion probes can also be used in
corrosion investigation or applicable electrochemical measurements
can be performed.
Dunng the soil survey, extra soil sampies should be obtained to
facilitate laboratory corrosion investigations. With regard to the
handling and storing of sampies, special care should be taken to
prevent disturbance and oxidation. Laboratory tests should be carried
out as soon as possible to avoid altenng of the properties of the
sam pies.
Electricity plants, power lines and electric rail traffic in the vicinity of the
building site may cause stray current corrosion, the ampiitude of which
can be evaluated by measuring the leakage current and conductivity of
the ground. Precautions for the changes in the corrosion environment
during the planned working time of the piles must be taken, if
necessary, by reserving the protected area or other measures
available for the builder.
In solis containing sulphur, i.e. sulphide clays, microbiological
corrosion may occur in anaerobic conditions. Microbiological corrosion
can be evaluated by investigating the quantity of species and the
activity of the microbes in the soil. Sulphide clays may appear in an
area of Litorina clays and occasionally in Ancylus clays.
On the basis of the corrosion inveigations an appropriate corrosion
protection method is selected. These are discussed later in
paragraph 5.3.

Steel pipe piles
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3 SELECTION CRITERIA FOR STEEL PIPE PILES
In selection of pile types which diifer in performance, the soil conditions on the
building site and the requirements set by the structures primarily affect the
decision.
3.1 Pile performance
3.1.1 Point bearing pile
A point bearing pile transfers the major part of its oad through its point to the
rock or a dense base Iayer. Part of the Ioad can be transferred to the
surrounding soil Iayer through the shaft friction (figure 1).
Generally, in the design of the pile foundation the technical and
economical applicability of point beanng piles should first be
determined. When large diameter steel pipe piles are used as point
bearing piles, the strength of the material can be exploited effectively.
a)

b)

Figure 1: a) Action of the p0/nt bearing pile resting on the rock.
b) Point bearing pile supported by the ground /5/.
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3.12 Friction pile
A friction pile transfers the major part of the Ioad through the shaft friction to
the soli Iayers. Line of action of an open ended fiction pile can be outlined in
twa different cases:
1) The fiction pile transfers the major part of the ioad to the surrowding
sali Iayer through the extemal and internai shaft friction. A part of the
ioad is transferred through the paint af the pipe figure 2a).
2) The friction pile transfers part of the load to the surrounding soil iayer
through the external shaft friction. A part of the Ioad is transferred
through the sali plug developed in the end of the pile. The sali piug is
deveiaped due ta the effect of friction between the soii forced into the
pile and the intemai shaft surface (figure 2b).
The appiication af friction pile is appropriate, when the coarse grained
sali ar moraine iayer an the rock or an a dense base Iayer is thick.

a)

1

Figure 2:

1 3

Action of the friction pile /5/.
a) Internal and external shaft friction.
b) External shaft friction and soil p/ug.

III

3.

Steel pipe pfles
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3.1.3 Cohesion pile
A cohesion pile transfers the load through the adhesion developed on the
shaft surface. The point resistance is smail (figure 3). A structure founded on a
cohesion pile usually setties, because the piles are loading compressive soil
Iayers. Permitted settlements of the structure and the evenness of actual
setflements determine the applicability of the solution.
Use of cohesive piles is only possible in permanent structures in such
cases as, when the cohesive Iayer is especially thick or hard. There
are no such soil layers in Finland, in which the use of steel piles as
cohesion piles would be appropriate.

1.

f f 2.
Clay

1. Pile
2. Shaft resistance
3. Pont resistance

LJ$

ttt 3.

Figure 3: Action of the cohesion pile/5t

3.2 Pile types applied in different soil and environmentat
conditions
Large diameter steel pipe piles are suitable for many difficult application
environments and structures, such as;
- for large pile loads,
- for bending Ioads,
- for difficult soil conditions,
- for water structures, especially harbour structures and bridges,
- for piling in the vicinity of sensitive structures, open piles are especially
suitable.
Steel pipe piles especially acting as a composite structure sustain
large compression and tensile stresses.

Steel pipe piles
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When the soft soil Iayers are thick or the water depth is considerable,
there is a demand for a good buckling resistance of large diameter
steel pipe piles. This enabies the designing of the pite cap to be close
to the water level.
If a caisson is applied, the pile cap can be cast in dry conditions. When
there are dense soil Iayers, which must be penetrated, or a large
geotechnical bearing capacity has to be reached, the good penetration
of steel pipe piles is a remarkable advantage. In water engineering the
easy handling and especially the possibility to float the pHes are
important advantages. In addition, the applicabiUty of working from the
float of the steel pipe pile driving equipment, especially of the hydrauiic
and diesel hammers, is significantly advantageous.
If there are sensitive structures in the vicinity, use of open-ended piles
can reduce vibrations and displacements developed during pile driving
and diminish the decreasing of the strength of the soil due to the
disturbances and the increase of the pore water pressure. Even the
close-ended piles cause Iess soil displacements in relation to the
bearing capacity than the driven concrete piles.

3.2.1 Close-ended piles
Close-ended piles include steel pipe piles equipped with a rock shoe or a
bottom piate and Frank pipe piles closed with a concrete plug at the lower
end.
Closed-ended piles are recommended mainly when piles are resting
on a stony moraine and always when the piles are resting on rock.

3.2.11 Piles equipped with a rock shoe (figures 4a and 4b)
The purpose of the rock shoe is to prevent the sliding of the pile point
on the sioping rock surface. In addition, the use of the rock shoe is
intended to centralize the Ioad of the pile at the pile point and reduce
the development of the bending moment straining the pile.
A rock shoe is used in such cases, as when the pile point rests on the
rock or the pile is driven into the bouldery moraine. A pile with a rock
shoe can be driven from the top or from the lower end. The rock shoe
is discussed in more detail in paragraph 6.2.
If the rock surface is steeply inclined and the supporting coarse
grained soil or moraine Iayer is thin, the pile can be equipped with steel
peg drilled through the rock shoe to ensure reliabie resting on the rock.

Steel pipepiles
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3.2.1.2 Piles equipped with a bottom piate (figure 4c)
The bottom piate ensures the bearing of the pile point on the total cross
section area of the pile.
A bottom piate is used in such cases, as when the bearing Iayer above
the rock is sufficiently thick as to eliminate the need to be in contact
with the rock.

3.2.1.3 Franki pipe piles (figure 4d)
A Franki pipe pile is closed at the point with a moist concrete plug. Franki pipe
piles enable the use of large driving force and provides simultaneousty good
penetration without the limiting influence of the structural capacfty of the pipe
pile.
A Franki pipe pile equipped with a concrete plug is suitable for the
same conditions as a pile equipped with a bottom piate.

3.2.2 Open-ended piles
Open-ended piles include open-ended plugged piles, open-ended unplugged

7)7

Figure 4:

a) Pile equipped with a rock shoe and driven from the top of
the pile.
b) Pile equipped with a rock shoe and driven from the lower
and of the pile.
c) Pile equipped with a bottom piate and driven from the top
of the pile.
d) Franki pipe pile.

Stee pipe piles
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piles and concrete pues with steel casings. An open-ended pile can not be
extended to the rock.
The soil mass displaced by the open-ended unplugged piles is small
and the disturbance of the soil is insignificant, thus they are suitabie for
use in the vicinity of sensitive structures. In addition, pile driving is ess
laborlous and the stresses passing through the shaft are smaller than
in close-ended driven piles.
Open-ended piles are used primarily as friction piles. Requirements for
the use of the open-ended piles are, that the coarse grained soil or
moraine Iayer on the rock is thick with no significant amounts of stones
or boulders. Because the open-ended piles are not extended to the
rock, the pile must reach the sufficient geotechnical bearing capacity in
soil Iayers.

3.2.2.1 Plugging pile (figure 5a)
The plugging pile is suitable when a soil plug develops inside the pile due to
the influence of the friction. The pile acts similar to the close-ended pile.
Recommended applications of open-ended and plugging pile are represented
in paragraph 3.3.
An open-ended pIe is a geotechnically favorabte pile, but its use
requires confirmation of the plug formation. Plugging may occur, if the
ratio of the thickness of the plugging soil Iayer to the pile diameter is
sufficient and if the plugging soil Iayer is medium dense or dense,
sufficientty well graded and of poor siit content. If the formation of the
plug can not be confirmed in connection of the pile driving, it has to be
confirmed with soundings. If the sufficient formation of the plug
formation cannot be confirrned, piles should be designed unplugged
and extended deeper.

3.2.2.2 Unplugged pile (figure 5b)
An unplugged open-ended pile can be used in such cases, in which plugging
does not occur and due to the prevailing conditions, a close-ended pile is
unsuitable.

Steel pipe piles
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a)

EI

b)EI

c)

Moraine

Figure 5: a) Open-ended plugged pile.
b) Open-ended unplugged pile.
c) Concrete pile with a steel casing.

3.2.3 Concrete pile with a steel casing (figure 5c)
A concrete pIe with a steel casing is used in such cases, as when the steel
pipe is driven with the pihng rig, the driving energy of which cannot be
determined. Soil must be scooped out from the steel pipe.
However, a thin dense Iayer of soil can be Ieft at the lower end of the pile. The
pile is concreted in accordance with the underwater work regulations. A
concrete pile with a steel casing can be considered to have a bearing capacity
equal to a cast-in-place pile resting on moraine or acting as a friction pile. The
shaft friction is at maximum 70% of the shaft friction of the cast-in-place pile
with corresponding size.
When a concrete pile with a ste casing is appUed, the pipe can be
driven by hammering, vibrating, pressing or friction. The waI of the
pipe in the concrete pile with a steel casing canbethinner and steel
quality canbelower thanin the steel pipe pile.

3.3 Environmental effects of pile driving
Environmental effects of pile driving are land subsidence or heaving and
displacements, disturbance of soI Iayers, increase of pore water pressure,
vibration and noise. Environmental effects must remain within permitted Iimits
and must be ensured with continued control measurements, when necessary.
Environmental effects can be reduced by the selection of an appropriate pile
type. The use of open-ended steel pipe piles is recommended where there are
structures sensitive to soil displacement, as in harbours and sites which are
Iocated near existing buildings.
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3.3.1 Disadvantages caused by ground displacement
Disadvantages caused by ground displacements can be avoided using openended steel pipe piles, thus minimizing the displaced area the latter being
equal to the steel cross section before plugging begins.
However, close-ended piles displace Iess soil in relation to their
bearing capacity than concrete piles.

3.3.1.1 Land subsidence
When piles are driven into a loose coarse grained soil Iayer, the driving
causes densification of the soil, which in turn results in the subsidence of the
ground surface in the piting area.
Subsidence may cause settlements of adjacent structures. The votume
of the subsidence depression may attain 50% of the volume of the
piles driven into the ground. Subsidence appears at distances of
114...1times the Iength of the pile in the ground. In loose cohesiontess
soil it is advantageous to start pile driving from the most risky ptace.
Land subsidence and settlements of surrounding buitdings are
controlted using IeveUing techniques.

3.3.1.2 Horizontal displacement ofsoil Iayers and land heaving
When pites are driven into a fine-grained soil tayer, driving causes soit
displacements, because clay or siit does not compact. This results in heaving
of the ground surface and horizontat displacements of soil tayers.
The votume of the rise of the ground may correspond to the volume of
the piles driven into the ground. Land heaving appears in area which
extends to approximatety the depth of the day or siit Iayer outside the
pile driving area. Pile driving should be started from the most risky
place. Disptacement may cause damage to adjacent pipes or even to
buildings. Land heaving and rising of the pites and surrounding
structures is controlled using levelting techniques. Displacements of
the piles and surrounding structures are controlled with disptacement
measurements.

3.3.1.3 Increase of pore pressure
Pite driving into the soil tayers causes increasing of pore water pressure,
which reduces the shear strength of the ground.
In undutating terrain or in the vicinity of stopes or excavations the pore
pressures generated by pite driving should be measured and taken
into account in stability calculations. Devetopment of the pore water
pressure can be Iimited by using open-ended piles or by minimizing
the cross section of close-ended piles. An increase of the pore water
pressure can also be reduced by:
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-removing fine grained soil layers from the tocation of the pile, e.g.
with a suction pipe,
-by equipping the piles with vertical drainage or using the vertical
drainage for the piling area, or
-by dividing the pile driving into periods or by lengthening the
duration of the pile driving.

3.3.1.4 Disturbance ofsoil Iayers
Pile driving into fine-grained soil layers causes a reduction of the strength due
to the disturbance. The strength returns slowly, but only partially in
overconsolidated soil layers.
In undulating terrain or in the vicinity of siopes a excavations a loss of
the shear strength due to the pHe driving should be taken into account
in stability calculations. The shear strength should be observed with
vane sounding during the pile driving. Disturbance can be prevented
primarily by using open-ended piles or by limiting the gross cross
section of the close-ended piles. Further disadvantages can be
reduced by removing the fine-grained soil layers from the pile location.
More time for remediation of the strength can be given by dividing the
pile driving into periods or by lengthening the duration of the pile
driving.

3.3.2 Vibration damage
3.3.2.1 Vibration caused by pile driving
The risk of damaging buildings due to vibrations can normaHy be evaluated on
the basis of the maximum vertical velocity of oscillation.
Vibration frequencies caused by pile driving vary between 2. ..50 Hz.
The largest vibrations occur in the frequency range 5.. .20 Hz.
The maximum vertical velocity of the oscillation of the soil surface due
to pile driving, which can be used in preliminary studies, can be
derived from formula 0:

V max

=1,5'
r

(1)

= maximum vertical velocity of oscillation, [mm/s]
W = driving energy, [Nm/blow]
r = distance from the pile to the measuring point, [iii
Vmax

The influence of soil type and the degree of saturation on vibration
propagation is not taken into account in the formula. Vibration travels
furthest in soft clay and silt, where the water content is high. In gravel
and moraine the vibration damps out most rapidly.
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The velocity of vibration oscillation transmitted to a bullding located in
the vicinity of the pile driving site is according to some observations
approximately 10...60 % from the values derived from formula (1)
depending on the foundation type of the building.
The maximum permitted velocity oscillation values for buildings are
presented in table 1.
The maximum permilted vertical velocity oscillation values for
buildings /16/.

Table 1.

Class of the
buliding

Quality of the building

Maximum vertical velocity
of oscillation [mmls]

1

Old historical buildings

2

2

Cracked buildings,
brick buildings

5

3

Buildings in good condition
without damage

10

4

Very strong buildings

10...40

The relation between the velocity of the osciHation and the risk of
damage is dependant upon, in addition to the quality of the bullding,
local conditions, i.e. soil conditions, and properties and the duration
and frequency of the vibration.

3.3.2.2 Controlling and reducing vibration level
The vibration level is controlled with vibration measurements in structures and
possibly in devices.
In general it is sufficient to measure the velocity of the oscillation, but in
demanding cases and when the devices are controlled the
accelerations and frequency should be measured. Vibration
measurement points are installed to the bearing structures of the
building near to the pile to be driven. lnstallation of strips made from
gypsum or tapes to the sensitive places is recommended.
Level of vibration can be reduced primarily by minimizing the cross
section area of the piles. Other measures for preventing vibrations are:
- use of an effective piling rig, which is in good condition and
suitable for the pile type in question,
- keeping the hammer blows central and parallel with the axis of
the pile,
- avoiding unnecessary blows by designing the target depth of
the pile and the pile driving instructions carefully,
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- driliing the initial hole for the pfle through the fiuling, frost or a
dense surface Iayer and
- avoiding the use of a vibration hammer in cohesive solis.

3.3.3 Noise problems
3.3.3.1 Noise level caused by pile driving
Calcuiation methods for assessing the noise level caused by piie driving are
not avaiiabie. Maximum permitted noise ievei Leq may be 80 dB in areas
open to the genera' public.
Tab/e 2ndicates some instructionai values, which can be used in the
evaluation of the noise ievei caused by different types of piling
hammers.
Table 2.

Noise caused by different piling hammers and its damping in
open terrain.
Noise level at 10 m
distance [dB]

Estimated distance,
where noise level is
8OdB[m]

Drop hammer

90...100

40...160

Vibration hammer

90...100

40...160

100...105

160...320

80...90

10...40

Piiing hammer

Diesei
hammer

or

hydrauiic

Franki piiing hammer

3.3.3.2 Controlling and reducing noise level
Noise level can be reduced by isoiating the noise source and using suitabie
cushioning in pite driving.
Noise leveis have been reduced approximately 20 dB by instailing
noise shieids to the piling rigs. The shieid also prevents oli spiashing
and the spreading of exhaust gases.
Controi of the noise ievei is performed with sound ievei measurements.
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4 GEOTECHNICAL BEARING CAPACITY
The bearing capacity of a pile is determined as foliows: the pile must sustain
with sufficient certainty Ioadings in different loading cases after driving, and
setUements and horizontal movements must be within the permissibte
structural toerances.
The bearing capacity of the pile is determined either based on the structural or
geotechnical bearing capacity, and the smalier one is chosen to the design
capacity.
The geotechnical bearing capacity is determined according to the ground
coriditions, the stipulated requirements for the piling work and the checking
procedures.
The geotechnical bearing capacity of the pile consists of the bearing
capacity of the pile point, i.e point resistanee, and of the bearing
capacity of the pile shaft, i.e. shaft resistance. The mobilization of the
point resistance requires a considerably larger settlement than the
mobilization of the shaft resistance. The effects of the negative shaft
friction and plugging of the open-ended pile on the geotechnical
bearing capacity are checked separately, when negative shaft friction
is developed or the pile is plugged. The possible corrosion of the pile
does not lower the geotechnical bearing capacity.

4.1 Determination of bearing capacity
This instruction is mainly concerned with driven piles, whose geotechnical
bearing capacity is determined both on the basis of the penetration depth of
the piles and final set. Concrete steel piles with a steel casing, where the steel
casing is instatled using driving energy, which is not sufficient from the
standpoint of the determination of the pile bearing capacity, are treated as
special cases. The bearing capacity of these piles is determined on the basis
of the penetration depth or according to the instructions concerning cast-inplace piling.
The geotechnical bearing capacity of the pile can be determined in
many different ways. The methods can be roughly divided into direct
and indirect methods. Indirect methods include:
- static bearing capacity formulas,
- empiric methods based on the sounding resistance,
- dynamic pile driving forrnulas and
- stress wave analysis without stress wave measurements on
the building site.
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Direct methods include:
- dynamic test loadings based on stress wave theory and
- static test loadings.
In design stage the indirect methods are used in designing of the pile
size, penetration depth and dimensions of the driving device. These
are checked on the site using direct methods, usually with dynamic
test loadings.
The bearing capacity of the close-ended pile consists of the point
resistance and external shaft resistance. The bearing capacity of the
open-ended pile consists of the point resistance, internal shaft
resistance and external shaft resistance. The bearing capacity of the
open-ended plugged pile consists of the point resistance of the
plugged pile (paragraph 4.3) and external shaft resistance.
The bearing capacity of the pHe group is the smallest of foliowing:
- sum of bearing capacities of individual piles; typical for groups of
point bearing piles,
- bearing capacity, which is obtained assuming the pile group a
uniform pier foundation, or
- action, which causes the maximum permitted settlement of the pile
group.

4.1.1 Static bearing capacity formulas
The geotechnical ultimate load of the pile P is derived from the
formula:
Pu =

$

dfsdZ+APkq - W

Z=the pile Iength inside the ground
d=diameter of the pile
f =shaft fiction
Ak=cross section area of the pile point
q=point resistance
W=weight of the pile

(2)
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4.1.1.1 Point resistance in homogeneous cohesionless soil Iayer
Point resistance qpis derived from the formula:
(3)

q=o-'Nq

effective vertical stress on the level of the pile point. The
effective vertical stress is calculated considering the weight of
the soil Iayers locating maximum 10 d above the pile point.
Nq = bearing capacity factor (figure 6.). When determining the
bearing capacity factor, the internal fiction angle is taken as a
medium value between 5d above the pile point and 3 d below
the pile point. Use of the fiction ang/e Ø>40 0 requires
a

'

performing of the triaxial tests in the Iaboratoiy or in situ tests.
The maximum point resistance is q ^20 MPa, if the determination of
the strength parameters is not based on the laboratory or in situ tests.
The point resistance of the Franki pipe pile is determined according to
the valid instructions concerning Franki piles.

1000

z
0
0
'4-

>'

4-

0
0
0
D)
1)

10L._
25 °

30 °

35 °

40 °

45 °

Internal friction angle of the soil, 4)
Figure 6:

The bearing capacity factor Nq as a function of the internal
fiction angle of the soi! Ø/11/.
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4.1.1.2 Point resistance in rock
The point resistanceqp for the pile resting on rock (cf. 3.2.1.1) is
determined fromformula 4.
After several thousand biows (5000...10000 biows) the point
resistance is:

q2q 1

(4)

=uniaxial compression strength of the rock, [MN/m21
The strength of the rock mass can be assessed from the ultimate
uniaxial compression strength. The uniaxial compression strength of
the rock is usually 100...300 MN/m2. The uniaxial compression
strength of rocks is handled in more detail in reference /19/.

4.1.1.3 Shaft resistance in cohesionless soil Iayer
The shaft resistance f of driven steel pipe piles is determined from
formula:
=Ko- tanøa

(5)

K=earth pressure coefficient (figure 7)
q5a =fiction angle between the steel pipe pi and the ground;
tan.Øa = O,7tanØ
a =effective vertical stress in the ground
'

The earth pressure coefficient K is determined as a function of internal
friction angle of the soil,4).In reality the shaft friction is affected by the
compressibiUty of the soil, the original horizontal stress in the ground,
and the size and shape of the pile. The exact determination of the
shaft resistance requires test loadings.
The friction angle 4)between the pile and the soil is smaller than the
internal friction angle of the soil, 4).Reduction is made for the term
tan4).The term tan4)a between cohesionless soil and steel is obtained
by reducing the term tan 4)with factor 0,7.
The maximum shaft resistance of the steel pipe piles can be
f

^

0,15 MPa.
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Internal friction angle of the soil, 4)
Figure 7:

The earth pressure coefficient K as a function of the intemal
friction angle of the soil Ø/5t

If the pile point is strengthened, the reducing effect of the strengthening should
be taken into consideration (paragraph 6.4).

4.1.1.4Shaft resistance in cohesive soil Iayer
In cohesive soil layers the shaft resistance cannot be utilized for sustaining the
permanent loadings of the steel pipe piles.
In saturated clay the shaft resistance is equa to adiesion, when the
excessive pore pressure caused by the pile driving is mainly
dissipated. The shaft resistance f is derived from formula:
f s =sa =as u
Sa= adhesion
a=

adhesion coefficient of the steel piles (figure 8)
s=undrained shear strength

(6)
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Figure 8:

Adhesion coefficient, a, for steel piles in clay /10/.

4.1.2 Methods based on sounding resistance
The bearing capacity of the pile can be evaluated directly from the
sounding resistance in dynamic probing, weight sounding or cone
penetration test. The basis for coarse comparison between the
sounding resistances obtained with different sounding methods are
presented in Finnish foundation instructions for bridge design (TIEL
2172068)/22/.

4.1.2.1 Geotechnical ultimate limit Ioad on the basis of sounding
resistance in dynamic probing
The geotechnical utimate Ioad P is derived from formula 2.
The shaft resistancef and point resistance qp are determined for steel
piles from figure9. The effect of the materel on the shaft friction angle
is taken into consideration in the shaft resistance curve presented in
figure 9. n determination of the point resistance of the pile on the basis
of figure 9 the average sounding resistanee observed in dynamic
probing is taken from 5 d above the pile point to the depth of 3 d below
the pile point.
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Figure 9:
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Average sounding resistance
[blows/O,2 m]

0

Shaft resistance f3 and point resistance qpfor steel piles from the
average sounding resistance in dynamic probing.

The point resistance can be extrapolated linearly until the value q ^20
MPa. The shaft resistance does not exceed the value f =15 MPa
while the sounding resistance is increasing.

4.1.3 Dynamic pile driving formulas
The dynamic pile driving formulas are based on energy analysis, in
which the static bearing capacity is evaluated using a simplified driving
resistance. The bearing capacity of the pile is determined from the
measured settlement using Gates' formula or from the measured stlement and temporary compression using Hiley's formula.
Gates' formula:
p =96(2,4 logs) -/ef Wh H
-

(7)

e=driving efficient coefficient
Wh=weight of the hammer, [kN]
H=drop height of the hammer, [m]
s=measured pile settlement/blow, [m]
Hiley's formula:
-

erEWh+n2Wp

(8)

WWp

2
=driving energy, [kNm]
ef =driving efficient coefficient
n=factor, which is 0,5 for a hard wooden driving cap, 0,8 for a
hard plastic driving cap and 1,0 for a steel dolly without a
driving cap /12/
s=permeable settlehient of the pile, [mm]
c=temporary compression, [mm]
W=weight of the pile, [kN]
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The driving effectiveness of the piling device shoiild normally be
checked on the site in corinection with the dynaiiic test Ioadings.

4.1.4 Dynamic test Ioadings
The dynamic test loading is a direct method for the determination of
the bearing capacity, being based on the stress wave measurements
(PDA-measurements) performed on the building site. The static beaing capadty of the pile is calculated from the measurement results
considering the effects of the rate of the dynamic Ioadirig.
Dynamic measurements can be analyzed in several different ways,
e.g., using the CASE-method. The results obtained can be further
processed with a computer. Adjusting the damping and temprorary
compression coefficients used as soil parameters in such a way, that
the calculated stress wave joins the measured wave, provides the
loading distribution in the pile, and the bearing capacit can be divided
to the shaft and point resistance. The most commonly used methods
are CAPWAP and SIGNAL MATCHING anases.
The determination of the bearing capacity can be perfcrmed using part
of the PDA-measurement results with the CAPWAP cr a correspording analysis, if the primary determination of the ultirriate load is performed using the CASE method.

4.2 Internal shaft resistance of open-ended pile
If no plugging is occurring in the pile, it can be assumed, that the
internal shaft resistance is haif of the external shaft resistance. The
bearing capacity composing from the intemal shaft resistance and the
point resistance of the steel cross section area must not exceed the
bearing capacity composing from the point resistance of a plugged pile
of corresponding size.

4.3 Bearing capacity of plugged pile
A soil plug develops to the open-ended pile in cohesionless soil layer,
if the plugging soil layer includes only small amounts of fines and is
sufficiently well grained and at Ieast medium dense and if the pile is
installed sufficiently deep in the plugging soil Iayer. In addition to this,
the pile driving should be perfomied using a slow driving hammer. The
pile plugging becomes more effective, when the acceleration caused
by the hammer blow to the pile is decreasing. If the pile is installed
using a vibratory hammer, no plugging occurs. If the pile is designed to
sustain the loading as plugged, a test pile drive should be performed to
verify the plugging in a reliable way.
The geotechnical ultimate Load P of the open-ended pile is derived
from formula:
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pU=JQndfSdZ+27APkqW

(9)

Z = the pile Iength inside the ground
d = external diameter of the pile
f = shaft fiction on the external shaft
= plugging coefficient
Ak= cross section area of the close-ended pile point of the
corresponding size
qp = point resistance
weightofthepile
W

The plugging coefficient rjis determined in moraine with formula /1,2!:
27=0,8

if=10
d

(10)

And in sand or gravel with the formula:
27=0,8

if-=15
d

(11)

z = installation depth in the plugging soi! Iayer
d = diameter of the pile
When the relation z/d decreases, the plugging coefficient is reduced
linearly.
Plugging can be verified, if the settlement of the soil surface inside the
pipe in the plugging salI layer is at least half of the settlement of the
pile. Plugging cannot be found from PDA-measurements performed
during pile driving. Plugging can be found at the earliest twa weeks
after the pile driving by using dynamic probing performed through the
pipe. If the plugging degree is evaluated using PDA-measurements,
the measurement can not be performed from redriving until two weeks
after the pile is driven.

4.4 Negative shaft friction
Negative shaft friction is determined according to the Finnh pile
driving instructions LPO-87 /16!.

4.5 Tension capacity of piles
When the tension capacity of the piles for long term tension loading is
designed, only the shaft resistance in cohesionless sali layers can be
taken into account in addition to the effective weight of the pile. Then
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the shaft resistance of the compressed pile is divided by the factor
=2. In transient loading the shaft resistance of the compressed pile
is divided by the factor K =1,5, and the shaft resistance can also be
taken into account in cohesive soil Iayers.

4.6 Safety level requirements
The geotechnica! ultimate Ioad for steel pipe piles canbe determined using
the methods presented above (cf. 4.1.4.3). Safety level requirements depend
on the reliability of the method used for the determination of the geotechnical
uttimate Ioad in relevant conditions.
The geotechnical bearing capacity of the pile is determined from the ultimate
Ioad of the pile by dividing it by the total safety factor. Recommended values
for tota! safety factors are presented in table3 If the factors presented in table
3 are used in the calculation of the bearing capacity, the effects of Ioadings
are calcu!ated using characteristic Ioads.

Table 3.

Total safety factors for determination of the geotechnica/ bearing
capacity.

Method for determination of the geotechnical
ultimate Ioad

Safety factor F

Static bearing capacity formulas

2,5.. .3,0

Methods based on sounding resistance

2,5.. .3,0

Dynamic pile driving formulas

2,5.. .3,0

Dynamic test loading

2,0

Static test loading

1,8

Usually dynamic test ioadings should be performed for large diameter steel
piles. If no dynamic test Ioadings are performed, the bearing capacity of the
pile is determined both on the basis of the penetration depth and final set after
the pile driving. Then if the bearing capacityis determined fromtwobases and
using both static bearing capacity formutas or methods based on sounding
resistance and pile driving forrnutas, the slightly reduced safety level F^2,2
compared to table 3 canbe used. For a concrete pile with a steel casing,
whichcanbe compared to the cast-in-pites and in which the determination of
the bearingcapacityis based on the penetration depth of the pile, the safety
level requirement is F ^2,5. If a targe amount of dynanic or static test
Ioadings is performed on the site, the safety level requirement canbe lower
than the safety factors presented in table 3.
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4.7 Pile settlement
Assessing the settlement of point bearing piles in the soil Iayer is
inaccurate without test Ioadings. Static test Ioadings should be
performed in such a way, that the settlement of the pile point can be
observed. The settlement analysis for a foundation on point bearing
piles is often performed on the basis of the settlement evaluations for
individual piles.
The settlement of the close-ended point bearing pile, , consists of the
elastic compression of the pile, , and deformation of the Iayers below
the point, S. The settlement of the upper pile head, , is:

SoSeS=

PL Pd
+
AE AE

(12)

P= Ioad of the pile
L = Iength of the pile
d = diameter of the pile
= cross section area of the pile
E = Young's modulus of the pile
E = Young's modulus of the soil Iayer below the pile point
Values presented in table 4are recommended for the modulus E5 beIow the point of the point bearing pile.
Table 4.

Young's moduli E3 for the soil and rock below the point of
an individual, close-ended pile after pile driving.

Soil type
Sand, gravel
Moraine
Rock

E [MPa]
1000...2000
2000... 10000
50000...100000

Installation of the unplugging pile and cast-in-place pile with steel cing does not compact the soil b&ow the pile point. The compression
modulus of the soil in natural state is used for the soil below the point
in the calculation of the pile settlement.
The settlement of the group of point bearing piles corresponds to the
settlement of individual piles, if the piles are resting on rock or the noraine Iayer between the pile point and rock is thin and dense. The stiement of the individual pfle can be assessed using the same principle
taking into account the effect of the shaft friction.
The setflement of the group of friction piles can be calculated using the
model presented in figure 10.The compression moduti of the soil la)'ers are determined in the same way as the compression moduU of the
soil Iayers in their natural state.
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Figure 10:Settlementcalculation for friction pile group /14t

4.8 Loadings
In pile design the lateral loadings and moments should be considered in
addition to the Ioadings paraIle to the pile. The design should be performed
for the most dangerous loading combination. Loadings should be determined
according to reference 0 (TIEL 2172072) and other vaiid instructions. In pile
actions, the additional actions caused by iocation and inciination deviations of
the pile and by the Iocation deviations and dispiacements of the supported
structure should be taken into account.
The permitted Iocation deviations of the piles shouid be determined
smaller than values presented in paragraph 7.3, if the iocation
deviations presented in paragraph 7.3 may cause exceeding of the
permitted bearing capacity with 15%. if the actual deviations exceed
the values permitted, check calculations are performed according to
paragraph 10.5. Then a 15% excess in bearing capacity can be
allowed for an individual piie. if necessary, a pile ioad smailer than the
permitted bearing capacity can be used in design as a precaution
against the Iocation deviations.
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4.9 Lateral geotechnical design

4.9.1Latera! capacity of pile
The lateral capacity of the pile normally means the maximum lateral loading
that the pile can tolerate, which corresponds to the ultimate Ioad of the soi! or
in some cases the yielding moment of the pile. Thus the lateral capacity is
composed of the resistance of the surrounding soi!, the attachment degree of
the upper head of the pile and the bending stiffness of the pile. Especially, if
the loading is repeated or dynamic, the behaviour of the surrounding soi! may
become governing factor.
In bridge design, however, the lateral capacity is normally detem,ined by the
permitted lateral displacement, because the deformations may grow too large
from the standpoint of the bridge structures before the lateral capacity is
exceeded. The permitted lateral displacements are determined based on the
displacements allowed by the other structures.
The lateral capacity of the pile group is usually smaller than the lateral
capacity of the individual pile multiplied by the number of piles, if the
mutual central distance in the direction of the lateral Ioad is Iess than
6.. .8 times the diameter of the pile. The lateral resistance and capacity
decrease further, when the number of successive pile rows increases
in the effective direction of the Ioad and when the central distance of
the piles decreases.
The design of the pile group returns in principle to the design of the
individua! piles, when the Ioadings transmitting through the pile footing
are determined using one of the generafly accepted methods.

4.9.2 Lateral loading of pile
The lateral loading of the pile is caused by the imposed force due a
displacement, supporting force due lateral Ioads or earth pressure against the
pile.
Temperature changes in the supported structure, rotation, sftinkage
and creep cause imposed forces.
The earth pressure results from the difference between soi! leveis or
from the soi! mass moving towards the pile due to the Iow stability of
the excavation or inclined siope. When the safety against the stiding
failure of the soi! mass in piling area is F < 1,8,plastic movements
develop in the ground and the earth pressure against the pi!es should
be considered. At the higher safety leve!, loading differences cause
only elastic displacements, which can be so large in soft Iayers, that it
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is necessary to take them into account as a bending loading the pile.
Lateral pile loading foliows also from ground settlement around
incflned piles and from frost pressure, the development of which
should normally be prevented.
The magnitude of the lateral Ioad depends on the shear strength of the
soil, the shape of the pile and the loading rate. The lateral Ioad is at
maximum, when the pile slips through the soil mass. The limit value of
the lateral Ioad is obtained according to paragraph 4.9.4. When the
pile is designed for a lateral Joad caused by the imposed force or the
earth pressure, the connection between the lateral pressure and
displacement according to the modulus or subgrade reaction method
can be used (cf. paragraph 4.9.5).

4.9.3 Failure mechanisms of piles
Failure mechanisms of the laterally Ioaded pile depend on the relative stiffness
of the soi, the pile and the pile attachment to the structure.
The relative stiffness can be assessed with parameter R in cohesive
soils and parameter T in cohesionless soils.
R=41EP'P

(13)
(14)

flh

EI = stiffness of the pile
E = latera! modulus of the cohesive soi!
= coefficient of the lateral subgiade reaction for a cohesionless
soi!
When the relation between the installation depth of the pile and
parameters mentioned above L/R or L/T, i.e. relation of stiffness, is at
most two, the pHe is treated as a body, which rotates rigidly in the
ground, and the deformations of the pile can be ignored. Ground
failure occurs then before the pile fails. The Iocation of the rotation
center is calculated assuming that the bending moments are in
equilibrium. In homogeneous soil it can be assumed, that the rotation
center is situated at a depth approximately equal to 70% of the
installation depth. Then the lateral capacity can be evaluated also by
manual calculations, determining first the ultimate value and
distribution of the lateral capacity (cf. 4.9.4).
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When the relation between the instaflation depth and parameters LIR
and L/T is at Ieast4,deformations of the pile should also be
considered in the calculations. The failure of the pile occurs at this
level of stiffness before the ground falis. When the relation of stiffness
is between 2...4,the intermediate values can be interpdated with a
sufficient accuracy. The pHe Iength corresponding to the value of the
stiffness relation factor equal to 4can be considered as an ultimate
value for the functional Iength, after which, increasing the installation
Iength does not affect the perfomiance of the pile.
The influence of the stiffness relation on the faiure mechanism of the
pile is shown in figure 11. Figures 11 a and 11 c represent the vatues
of the stiffness relation factor of Iess than or equal to 2. Figure 11d
represents the values between 2.. .4,and figures 11 b and 11e
represent values more than or equal to 4.

4.9.4 Ultimate values of lateral resistance and lateral pressure
Lateral resistance develops, when the pile moves towards the ground due to
an external Ioad. Lateral resistance means the resistance caused by the soil
mass per unit area. Lateral resistance is exploited when calcutating the laterat
capacity of the pile.
The lateral pressure develops, when the soit moves towards the pile. This
concept is used when calculating lateral loading.
The limit values of the lateral resistance and lateral pressure depend on the
strength properties of the soil and in cohesionless soil also on the effective
unit weight.
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The limit values of the lateral resistance and lateral pressure are determined
according to the failure state of the soil based on the earth pressure theory.
Safety is considered in the calculation of the lateral resistance and lateral
pressure according to paragraph 4.9.8 in such a way, that the most adverse
effect to the ateraI capacity or to the lateral Ioadings is considered.
Free head

a)

b)

a)

stiffness relation L/R or L/T <2

b)

stiffness relation L/R or L/T ? 4

Fixed head
(M ma )

1h1tT

e

(M ' )

(M ' )

d)

•TT...
L

c)

stiffness relation L/R or LIT 2

d)

stiffness relation L/R or L/T 2...4

e)

stiffness relation L/R or L/T 4

1

Figure 11: The influence of the stiffness relation on the fallure mechanism of
the pile /8t
The ultimate values of the lateral resistance for cohesionless and
cohesive soils according to the different references are presented in
figure 12/3/
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a)
Load

b)

Displacement
1.4..,

Load

II,

1

Displacement
-ii

Pm"34'4Y

Figure 12: The ultimate values of the lateral resistance andpressure p
a) in cohesionless soil
b) in cohesive soil.

In cohesionless soil, the values of the lateral resistance and pressure
should increase linearly with the depth. In cchesive soils the values
are assumed constant regardtess of the depth. The surface Iayer of
the cohesive soil is taken into account to a depth of 1,5 d in the
calculation of the lateral loading, but not in the calculation of the lateral
capacity.
4.9.5 Calculation of displacements
Displacements are calculated using the subgrade reaction method. The
interdependency between the lateral resistance or pressure and
displacements is normally represented with moduli of subgrade reaction.
Moduli of subgrade reaction are not material parameters of the soil, while they
are also dependent on the dimensions of the structure. Displacements are
calculated in the serviceability state using characteristic values of the material
parameters and actions. The safety is considered in values of the permitted
displacements.
In cohesionless soil the lateral subgrade reaction k is expected to
increase linearly to the depth z = 10 d and thereafter to remain
constant. The subgrade reaction of the cohesionless soil under static
loading is determined with formu'a:

z

kflh-r

(15)

where the coefficient of the subgrade reaction r is obtained from
figure 13 as a function of the intemal friction angle.
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Figure 13: Assessment of coefficient of the subgrade reaction in
cohesionless soil from the fiction angle. Below the ground water
levelflh is 60% of values presented in figure /16/.
The friction angle can be assessed according to the Finnish foundation
instructions for bridge design (TIEL 2172068) /22/.The subgrade
reaction in cyclic loading can be determined according to the table 5 in
paragraph 4.9.7. The subgrade reaction in cyclic or dynamic loading
can be determined from the static subgrade reaction based on the
relation between the dynamic (depending on the deformation level)
and static Young's moduli or shear moduli.
Figure 14 shows a method to represent the approximate lateral
pressure-displacement connection of the subgrade reaction in
cohesionless soil.
Yet because the subgrade reaction is directly dependent on the
compressibility, it can be viewed from the compressibility modulus M of
the soil or from the Young's modulus Edin drained conditions, when
the subgrade reaction is obtained from formula:
(16)

a =0,74 (according to Terzaghi) /8/
a =1,0 (according to Poulos) /8/
=

0,83...0,95 for sand, whlle Poisson's ratio varies
correspondingly 0,25... 0,15.
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In temporary loading the lateral subgrade reaction of the cohesive soil
varies between:
(17)

ks =5O150J

2

Ym

Figure 14: Determination of the subgrade reaction of cohesionless soi!.
Pm is the ultimate value of the lateral resistance and y is
corresponding displacement /8/.

k=20...5O

(18)

In Iong-term loading the subgrade reaction of the cohesive soil varies
between:
The approximate lateral pressure-displacement connection of the
subgrade reaction in cohesive soil for temporary loading is presented
infigure 15 aand for Iong-term toading in figure 15 b. The note p in
figure 15represents the lateral pressure corresponding to the ulUmate
Ioad and the corresponding lateral displacement of the pile is
presented by Ym. The subgrade reaction of the cohesive soil is
assumed constant regardless of the depth.
In the case of Iong-term loading the subgrade reaction of the cohesive
soil can be determined atso from the compressibility modutus (M), when the
subgrade reaction k is:
M
k=fl--

(19)

whlle Poisson's ratio varies
= 0,46... 0,74 for clay,
corresponding!y between 0,4... 0,3
varies
whlle Poisson's ratio
= 0,62...0,83 for siit,
corresponding!y between 0,35... 0,25.
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a)

p/2

Yrn' 6

Ym

b)

Pm/ 2

Figure 15: Determination of the subgrade reaction of cohesive soi!
a) in tempora,y loading
b) in Iong-term loading /8/.

a)
h' h
CohesiveiI
_••\

ndary depth

Cohesionless soil

k51O

p,p=bulk densities of the soil (tim3
h

h' modified thickness of
cohesive soil Iayer

/M./1A7lASYIfcf77

b) CohesionIess z
soil

lOd

Cohesive soil

(k =lOn h

)

Figure 16: Subgrade reaction in a !ayer boundary
a) when the cohesion!ess soil is below the cohesive soil
b) when the cohesionless soi! is above the cohesive soi! /1 6t

)
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In the case of temporary oading the subgrade reaction of the cohesive
soil can be determined from Young's modulus E in an undrained
situation, when the determination can be reaiized using the undrained
triaxial test.Figure 16 shows the deterrnination of the subgrade
reaction in different Iayer boundaries.

4.9.6 Design for static lateral loading
Design for the static lateral Ioadings means analyzing of the pile in loading
case, in which the Ioad is constant with the time and in which the inertia forces
do not affect the actions of the structure.
At present there are several methods, which have a reasonably good
accuracy, for manual calculations for the analysis of the lateraHy
Ioaded pile. Increasing demand for accuracy provide ample cause to
perform the analyses with a computer, because the nonlinear
behaviour of the soil Ieads to several iteration circles in calculations.
The foliowing calculation model is suitable for personal computers. In
this model the static properties of the ground are represented using
nonhinear, horizontal springs and the pile is modeUed using the
element method (FEM). The reaction forces caused by the pile
movements are centrahized as springs to the node points of the
element model. The values of the springs can be determined e.g.,
using the subgrade reaction method (cf. paragraph 4.9.5). From the
standpoint of the calculation accuracy the exact determination of the
values for the springs nearest to the soil surface is primarily important.
When the displacement exceeds the corresponding uftimate Ioad of
the soil i.e. the ultimate value of the lateral resistance the elasticplastic hateral pressure-displacement function is iterated. The elffnentspring model, which is dependent on the values of the stiffness reation
LJR and LJT, used in the method is presented in figure 17. The
boundary conditions of the pile head and pile point are also modelled
using springs and they should correspond as near as possible to the
performance of the upper structure and conditions at the point.
DT
OET

M

H
K.I(

1.f...)4K1

K2

K
1FiK_3
!4--i
L

K,2

K

k=f(z)
d

Figure 17: The element-spring model depicting the interation between the
pile and the ground.
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4.9.7 Design for cyclic lateral loading
Design for the cyclic lateral loading means anyzing of the pile in a loading
case, in which the toading changes with time and the inertia forces do not
normally affect on the actions of the structure. Loading can be unidirectiona or
varidirectional. Cyclic, i.e. repeated, loading weakens the strength and
deformation properties of the soil and thus increases the lateral displacement
compared to the static loading situation. The looser the soil is, the greater the
increase. The upper boundary value for the frequency of the cyclic loading is
normally assumed f = 1 Hz. If the density of sand is below the critical value,
which corresponds sounding resistance 15 blows/0,2 m in dynamic probing,
the risk of soil Iiquefaction should be taken into account.
Wave loadings may be included in CYCIICIoadings, but they are of minor
importance, when they are directly loading the pile or pier of the bridge.
However, the waves affecting through caissons, vesseis or pack ice should be
considered.
When the laterafly Ioaded pile is analyzed for cyclic Ioads, the static
subgrade reaction method, in which the modified subgrade reactions
given intable 5 are used, can be applied. The values presented in
table ditto are valid for cohesionless soil and they are classified
according to the density of the soil.
Table 5.

Subgrade
reaction for
cyclic loading

The lateral subgrade reaction of the cohesionless soil
for cyclic loading /8/. k = static subgrade reaction
Relative density Dr
<0,35
Loose

0,35...0,65
Medium dense

>0,65
Dense

0,25 k

0,33 k

0,5 k

The Iiquefaction risk of loose cohesionless soil is checked and taken
into account, if necessary.

4.9.8 Safety considerations in design
In lateral design of the pile the limit state method is recommended. In the limit
state method partial safety factors are Iocated in material parameters and to
the lateral oad, and in some cases to the settlement, also. Total safety factors
can also be used.
Designing the laterat capacity of the pile, the material parameters of
the soil are divided by the partial safety factor. If the safety of the
lateral capacity is assessed on the basis of the displacement, the
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safety can be included in the values of permitted displacement. The
actions are then calculated usirig characteristic values.
When the pile is designed for the lateral Ioad cawed by the imposed
force or the earth pressure, the material parameters are multiplied by
the partial safety factors, this ensures the safety of the lateral Ioad.
When the total safety factor method is used, the minimum total safety
factor should be F ^2,2 based on calculations and F ^1,8based on
static test Ioadings. When partial safety factors are used, it is
sometimes necessary to also check the reasonable safety level
utilizing the total safety factors.
4.9.9 Increasing of lateral capacity
The lateral capacity of the pile can be increased by reinforcing the soil or other
structural measures, which primarily enlarge the cross section area of the
upper end of the pile.
The strength of the soil can be improved by compaction or injtion.
Structural measures include e.g. wings welded to the pile or a concrete collar. These are presented in figures 18a and18 b.Considerable increase in lateral capacity can be achieved utilizing the steel
frame solution presented in figure 18 c.Another measure is additional fihling on the soil surface (figure 18 d).
Inverse measures can include Iightening excavations to reduce lateral loading and Iight fihlings.
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a)

b)
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Figure 18: Possible solutions for increasing lateral capacity /6t
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5 STRUCTURAL BEARING CAPACITY OF PILE
The structural bearing capacity of the pile is determined by the strength of the
pile structure. The structural bearing capacity is checked against the actions
coming from the supported structure. Also bending moments from the
horizontal loads, eccentricities or fixing moments may load the pile. In addition
to the requirements of the supported structure the bearing capacity of the pile
should be considered for buckling, additional loads, such as negative shaft
friction and bending of the inclined piles due to the ground settlements or
bending caused by one-sided soil pressure or lateral resistance. The
recommended minimum wall thickness of the steel pipe pile driven from the
upper head is 10 mm. For pipes with a diameter Iess than 600 mm the wall
thickness may be 8 mm. The corrosion of the pile should be considered when
determining the long-term structural bearing capacity of the pile.

5.1Design of structural bearing capacity
1) Permitted material stresses of the pile are determinoi on the basis of
the pile material and soil conditions. In bouldery soil conditions it may
be appropriate to reduce the material stresses permitted in normal
situations.
2) The structural capacity of the pile is checked in governing loading
situations considering the corrosion reduction.
3) The driving power required for the permitted geotechnicat bearing
capacity is determined and the driving stresses are checked
considering the safety factor. The corrosion of the pile can be ignored.

5.2 Structural design
5.2.1 Unconcreted steel pipe pile
In a completed structure the steel pipe pile is usuaUy filled with soil. The upper
pari of the open-ended piles is sometimes empty and in close-ended piles the
hole pipe is empty. The structural capacity of the pile is formed by the bearing
capacity of the steel pipe.

5.2.1.1 Driving stresses
The maximum permitted driving stress of the pile ts 0 d= 0,90sa whenCsa
the lower yield strength of the pile material. The corrosion of the pile ts
ignored.
Pile driving induces both compression and tension stresses into the
pile. The force caused by the hammer blow can be derived by
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multiplying the stress by the area of the pile. The prelirrnary estimate
of the driving stress can be calculated using the foliowing formula:
amax=

E
f foVo- = f f0j3' H E
c

(20)

= reflection factor for the stress wave depending on the site soi!
conditions

J,

f0 = coefficient depending on the pile driving rig fQ=ef
where
e is the effectiveness factor of the pile driving hammer
= velocity of the hammer, [mis]
E = Young's modulus for steel = 2,1 x lcP kN/m 2
c = velocity of the stress wave in stee/ 5100 mis
y = unit weight of the steel = 77 kN/m3
H = drop height of the hammer, [m]
Unless more accurate information is available regarding the pile
driving hammer, the range of factor can be 0,7.. .0,85. When a steel
pipe pile is driven against the rock, the reflection factor of the stress
wavef ranges between 1 ,5...1 ,7. When the pile point is in dense soil,
f=1,3...1,5.
The effectiveness of the pile driving hammer and the driving stresses
are determined with stress wave measurements, e.g. PDAmeasurements.

5.2.1.2 Service state stresses
The permitted central compression stress of the steel pipe pile is determined
according to the pile driving category. In general, large diameter steel pipe
piles are designed in pile driving categories IA or IB, where the permitted
maximum central compressive stress is 0,58 °a jflcategory IA and 0,50 0sa in
category IB.
If the steel pipe pile is subjected to bending or shear loadings, the structural
bearing capacity of the pile is determined for normal force, bending and
shearing according to the instructions of "Suomen rakentamismääräyskokoelma" relating to steel structures and supplementing steel structure
instructions of the Finnish National Road Administration (T\JH 723449)/32/.
Corrosion reduction of the pile should be considered, when determining the
stresses in service state.
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5.2.1.3 Buckling
The structural resistance of the steel pipe pile against buckling is determined
according to the Finnish pile driving instructions LPO-87 /16/, paragraph
3.475, aliowing for the corrosion reduction of the pile.

5.2.2 Composite pile
The completed composite pile is a steel pipe pile fi!led with concrete in such a
way the adhesion between steel and concrete is sufficient to ensure
interaction. The composite pile is structuraliy designed according to the
instructions of "Suomen Rakentamismääräyskokoelma" concerning composite
structures.

5.2.2.1 Driving stresses
The permitted driving stresses for the steel pipe of the composite piles are
deterrnined according to paragraph 5.2.1.1.

5.2.2.2 Service state stresses
The structural resistances of the composite pile against compression, normal
force, bending and shearing are determined according to the reference /15/
(Composite Structures, Design lnstructions, paragraph 3.1) and
supplementing instructions of the Finnish National Road Administration
conceming steel structures (T'JH 723449) /32/ aliowing for the corrosion
reduction of the pile.

5.2.2.3 Buckling
The structural resistance of the composite pile against buckling is determined
according to the Finnish pile driving instructions LPO-87 /16/, paragraph 3.475
aliowing for the possible corrosion reduction of the pile. The bending strength
of the pile is derived from formula:
EI=Ecdlc+EsIs+ErIr
= Young's modulus for concrete
I = moment of inertia for concrete cross section
E = Young's modulus for reinforcement steel
I = moment of inertia for reinforcement
Er = Young' s modulus for steel pipe
= moment of inertia for steel pipe

(21)
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5.2.3 Concrete pile with steel casing
The steel casing of this type of concrete pile acts as a mould for excavation
and casting. The structural bearing capacity of the pile is determined by the
bearing capacity of the reinforced concrete cast within the steel casing.

5.2.3.1 Driving stresses
The permftted driving stresses for a steel casing are verified according to
paragraph 5.2.1.1.

5.2.3.2 Service state stresses
The structural resistance of the concrete pile with a steel casing against
compression, normal force, bending and shearing is determined according to
the instructions of "Suomen Rakentamismääräyskokoelma" concerning
concrete structures and supplementing instructions (TIEL 2172073-2000)130/
and Bridge Ioads (TIEL 2172072)/23/ published by the Finnish National Road
Administration.
When casting underwater the concrete strength class is normally K 30,
which requires a cement content of 350. ..400 kglrri3 while the relation
between water and cement is at maximum 0,6.

5.2.3.3 Buckling
The structurat resistance of the concrete pile with a steel casing against
buckling is determined according to the instructions mentioned in paragraph
5.2.3.2 and valid instructions for large diameter piles.

5.3 Consideration of corrosion
The corrosion of the steel piles should be allowed for when determining the
structural resistance of the pile in service state. In close-ended steel pipes,
significant corrosion occurs normally oniy to the external surface of the pile. In
open-ended steel pipe piles intemal corrosion should also be taken into
consideration. If the point of the open-ended pile is permanently below the
ground water level and the upper head of the pile is hermetically sealed, the
pile forms a closed, air-tight casing and corrosion ot the internal surface of the
pile becomes negligible.
The corrosion protection methods for steel pipe piles are:
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alloys,
- cathodic protection,
- organic and inorganic coatings,
- concrete coating or concreting.
The estimated effects of the corrosion can be taken into account by
overdimensioning.

5.3.1 Overdimensioning
By overdimensioning the wall thickness of the pile is increased to such
extent, that the wall thickness of the structure wili be sufficient to bear
the designed loading even after the corrosion during the planned
service life has occurred. The corrosion allowance necessary depends
on the pianned service life of the structure and the aggressiveness af
the ground or water surrounding the pile.
The corrosion ailowance for steel pipe piles is designed for 100 years
service life. ln natural soil, where no humus, sulphide, impurities or
considerably low pH or specific resistivity values occurs, the corrosion
allowance is 2 mm/100 years for each corrodible surface beiow the
goveming lowest ground water level or 1,5 m below the bottom of the
waterway.
The use of overdimensioning as the only preventive measure against
corrosion above the governing iowest ground water level or above the
bottom layer of the waterway (bottom of the waterway -1,5 m) normally
requires corrosion investigations to determine the underground
corrosion (cf. 2.2.6). In small bridge projects and in sali or water areas,
where the corrosiveness can be with good reason assessed to be
minor, overdimensioning according to tab!e 6can be applied.
Recommended corrosion allowances in normal corrosion
conditions [mm] for each corrodib/e surface in 100 service years.

Table 6.

SOIL AREA

WATER AREA

Zone

Sea

Inland

>HW+1,5

4

3

Ground level+1,0

3

HW+1,5 ... NW-1,5

10

6

Ground ievel+1 ,0. ..HW+1 ,0

4

NW-1,5 ... Bottom -1,5

4

3

HW+1,0 ... NW-1,0

4

<Bottom-1,5

2

2

<NW-1,0

2

Zone

* If the piles are exposed to the effect of de-icing salts, the corrosion protection
or the corrosion aliowance should be reviewed.
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5.3.2 Special steels
tmproving of the corrosion resistance with steel alloys is not actually a
corrosion protection method. SmaII amounts of copper, nickel,
manganese or chromium improve the corrosion resistance of steel in
air. In structures embedded underground these conventional small
amounts have no effect. Considerable protection is achieved only by
using acid-proof molybdenum alloyed stainless steel, with a price ten
times that of normal carbon steel.

5.3.3 Cathodic protection
Cathodic protection is a corrosion protection method, where the
corrosion current is compensated with a protective reverse current.
The electrode potential of a metal falis to the immunity area, when in
practice the corrosion reaction is significantly retarded. The potential
reduction can be achieved either with a contact with a base metal,
using so-called sacrificing anodes or an external direct current suppy.
The requirement for the application of the cathodic protection is, that
the protected steel pipe piles are surrounded by conductive medium,
such as water or moist soi!.
The method applied depends on the protected structure, the
magnitude of the protective current, the electrical resistance of the
environment, availability of the direct current and economical factors.
Application of cathodic protection requires an approved pian.
In the design of cathodic protection other meta! structures, with ground
contact, are considered. They should also be protected to prevent
stray current corrosion.

5.3.4 Organic and inorganic coatings
The activity of the corrosion pair is prevented orretarded with organic
coatings. The most common organic coating materiais used on steel
pipe piles are epox, tar epox, bitumen, potyurhane and polyethylene.
Steel pipe piles are usually applied as driven piles, when the
application of coatings is problematic. During the pile driving coatings
are easily scratched or tom. Lifting mechanisms, guiding structures
and coarse grained soi! Iayers cause scratches to the coating, which
concentrate the corrosion. The protection of the scratched coating can
be supplemented with cathodic protection. If the coating should be
used, the risk of damaging can be decreased e.g. by placing the fil!
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Iayers after the pile driving is completed or by coating only the upper
pari of the pile in a trench.
The most common inorganic coating is zinc. Zinc protects steel also
cathodically. If the zinc Iayers are damaged and the stee Iayer
becomes exposed, zinc corrodes. The protective effect of the zinc
Iayer terminates, when the zinc layer has corroded away. The
galvanization of the steel pipe piles is normally difficult to put into
practice due to the large dimensions.

5.3.5 Concrete coating
The steel pipe can also be separated from the srsrounding ground with
a concrete mantle(figure 19).In addition, the alkalinity of the concrete
creates a protective oxide layer on the surface of the steel. The
concrete mantte is necessary to protect only the upper pari of the pite,
which is often in the most aggressive environment. Concrete can be
cast into a predrifled hote or a working pipe, which is driven around the
pile after pile driving. There is a end ptate fitted to the shape of the pile
in the working pipe.
Pile
Mortar
DI

II

01 ll

Protecti

0
0

0
*
•

0

4

••

1

-

1••2m
Design ground water level
according to the Foundation Instructions

Figure 19: Corrosion protection with concrete mantle /9t
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Also internal casting can be applied in steel pipe pfles, where the
concrete and reinforcement is designed to carry, if necessary, al!
Ioadngs resting on the pile. The steel pipe pile acts as a casting
mould, which can corrode away completely. In spite of that the pipe
pile should be designed for driving stresses, if the bearing capacity is
verified during driving. The concrete casting is necessary only in the
most aggressive area of the upper pari of the pie 'igure 18).
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2

Concrete pile
with steel casing
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:

Open-ended
steel ppe pile

J. 1

Figure 20: Preparing for corrosion by designing the upper part of the pile as
a concrete pile with a steel casing /9/.
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6 PILES AND PILING EQUIPMENT
6.1 Pile pipe material and quality requirements
Steel pipe piles used in bridges are usually welded steel tubes. The tubes are
produced from hot-rolled steel sheet using either longitudinal or screw welding
joints. Also steel pipes produced using other methods can be used providing
they satisfy the quality requirements given in this instruction.

6.1.1Steelgrades
Materials used for steel pipe piles are general structural steels that are in
accordance with SFS 200. A standard steel grade is Fe 510 and a quahty
class is C or D depending on the quality class required by the structure or the
pile driving (cf. 6.1.2). Where a high structural capacity of the pile is required
the amount of steel in pipes can be reduced by using a high strength steel, as
pipe steels X 60 and X 70 in accordance with standard API 5L.

6.1.2 Selection of quality specification
The most commonly used quality specification for steel pipe piles is D. The
use of quality specification D is especially recommended if the Iowest service
temperature of the structure is below -20C and if supported structures are
connected directly by welding to the piles or the pile driving is performed in
temperatures below -20 °C.
The selection of quality specification is discussed in more detail in instructions
conceming steel structures published by the Finnish National Road
Administration (TIEL 2173449) /32/.

6.1.3 Dimensions and technical terms of delivery
In regard to the technical delivery terms for measurements, the standard for
pipe beams SFS 5001 is applied for the pipe piles with foliowing specifications
concerning tolerances:
± 0,5% calculated from the circumference
+ 10%
-5%
0
Length + 50 mm
<0,1% of the Iength
Linearity
Irregularities of the head
<2 mm

Extemal diameter
Wall thickness
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The irregularities of the head means the accuracy of the cutting of the pile
(figure 21).Any irregularity in the shape of the pipe edged to be
welded can be detected with a piate installed to the head of the pile.
Gaps between the piate and the pile head indicate irregularities.

<2 mm

Figure 21: Irregularity of the pile head/13/.
Right-angle accuracy of a head <0,5% of the external diameter d
or^4 mm
The right-angle accuracy of the pile head means the right-angle of the
cutting compared to the axis (figure 22).The right-angle of the pipe
head can be measured using a square or a wide steel band installed
around the pile head.

05% d or4mm

d/

Figure 22: The right-angle accuracy of the pipe head /13/.
Circularity
R

^

2%; R=200
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-
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damax = measured maximum extemal diameter
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6.2 Rock shoe and its attachment to the pipe pile
In steel pipe piles resting on rock, whose points are intended to penetrate into
the rock, rock shoes equipped with a piece of hard metal are used to prevent
stiding. A rock shoe is designed for the compression Ioad so, that a point
piece and a point peg sustain at Ieast as much loading as the pile itself. The
attachment of the point peg and the point piece are designed for the tension
Ioad in order to prevent loosening of the point peg or the point piece due to the
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tension waves caused by pile driving. The bending Ioad of the rock shoe
before the piece of hard metal penetrates into the rock depends on the
inclination of the rock surface and on the driving force. The correct attachment
of the point peg to the hard Finnish rock may require thousands of biows with
Iow driving energy.
A pile is subjected to the compression loading both during pile
installation and in a completed structure. The point piece between the
pile and the point peg is designed as a steel structure to transmit
Ioadings during pile driving and in a completed structure between the
point peg and the pile. Design of the stresses during pile driving is
performed according to the paragraph 5.2.1.1.
The rock shoe is subjected to bending when a pile is driven through a
bouldery or stony soil Iayer and when the shoe contacts an inclined
rock surface, in which case the magnitude of the moment depends on
the dnving energy and the inclination of the rock surface. Rock shoe is
designed against bending to ensure that possible sliding on the rock
surface does not cause exceeding of the bending capacity of the shoe
before exceeding of the capacity of the pile pipe, while supporting
earth pressure resultant is situated in distance of 1.5 d from the lower
end of the pile pipe.
The rock shoe is subjected to tension during pile driving when the
shoe 15 stili in a loose Iayer. When targe diameter ste& pipe piles are
driven by free fali or diesel hammer, acceleration may be 6000 m/s 2
.

Design of the point peg in rock shoe is checked in service state
according to the table 4.3225 in LPO-87 in piling category IA using
permitted stresses.
The rock shoe is welded to a pile.
Rock shoes equipped with a piece of hard metal (figure 23)are made
according to a standardized drawing approved by the Finnish National
Road Administration.
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Figure 23: Scheme of a rock shoe equipped wiih a piece of hard metal.

Figure 24: Scheme of a rock shoe made from structural steel.
Rock shoes made of structural steel approved by the Finnish National
Road Administration (figure 23) can be used to protect the pile point
against damage caused by stones and boulders or to centralize
loading to prevent the formation of bending action. There is no risk of
stiding on the rock surface, if the rock surface is sufficiently even or the
supporting soil Iayer is sufficiently dense and thick to prevent sliding.
In exceptionally demanding situations (cf. 3.2.1.1) sliding can be
prevented with a steel peg driiled through the rock shoe. Then rock
shoes, that have a hole closed with concrete to enable drilling, are
used. Consequently the cross section area of the point grows so large,
that driving of the point to the rock is not possible without breakage.
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6.3 Bottom piate
The purpose of a bottom piate is to enable a pile to act as a close-ended pile.
A bottom piate is designed to sustain a point resistance both during pile
driving and in a completed structure. The attachment of a bottom piate is
designed to tolerate tension forces caused by pile driving.
The risk of damage to a bottom piate and point may be consderabte
when a pile is driven in stony andior bouldery morane. In which case it
is recommended to use a rock shoe.
A pile is subjected to compression both during pile driving and in a
completed structure. A bottom piate is designed as a steel structure in
order to sustain actions due a resistance of the ground both during pile
driving and in a completed structure. Stresses during pile driving are
designed according to the paragraph 5.2.1.1.
A bottom piate is subjected to tension during pile driving ifa pile point
is in a loose soil Iayer. When large diameter steel pipe piles are driven
by free fali, hydraulic or diesel hammer, acceleration may be

6000mis2

.

A bottom piate is usually made from a steel piate, which is attached to
a pile by welding. A bottom piate can be reinforced with various steel
stiffeners, as shown infigure25.
A-A

Figure 25: A bottom piate reinforced with steel ribs.

6.4 Tip reinforcement
A purpose of a tip reinforcement is to strengthen the point of a pile driven as
open-ended. A tip reinforcement is used in open-ended piles in such ground
conditions, where a risk of damage to the point occurs during pile installation.
A tip reinforcement increases the geotechnical point resistance while the cross
section area of the point enlarges. External shaft resistance decreases 50% in
a dense coarse grained soil Iayer or moraine Iayer and 25% in a loose soil
Iayer.
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A tip reinforcement is typicaliyasteel band with a minimum width of
100 mm, which is welded to the piie point on the externai shaft surface
(figure 26).

Figure 26: Steel pipe pile with a tip reinforcement.

6.5 Weidingjoints
Steel pipe piles are extended on site either by arc welding or gas arc wetding.
The recommended welding process on site is arc welding, due gas arc
welding being susceptible to wind and airflow disturbances.

6.5.1Weiding pian
A detaiied pian for weiding is compiied as a part of a piie driving execution
pian. As a minimum, foiiowing items shouid be considered in that pian:
- account of weldability of basic materiais,
- weiding conditions,
- possible need for preheating during point manufacture and
attachment,
- weiding sequence,
- groove forms and finishing of the groove,
- positions in welding,
- supporting of an extended piie during weiding,
- weiding methods and apparatus,
- weiding additives to be used: rods, bars, powders and protection
gases,
- justifications for selection of weiding additives, welding technique and
welding vaiues with a method test, if necessary,
- number and order of iayers presented as a drawing,
- qualification of welders,
- possible after-treatment of the weids,
- possible heat treatment of the weided parts and
- controiiing ofweids.
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A method test is not usually required, when welding is based on the
recommendations of basic material or additive manufacturers. A
method test should be made, if the pipe material or additive is such,
that on the basis of welding test performed by manufacturers of pipes
or additives it cannot be demonstrated that welds fuifiil the quatity
requirements given. A method test is performed according to the
standard SFS 3326, as appropriate.

6.5.2 Welding grooves
Steel pipe piles are usually welded from one side, in which case
groove form must facilitate effective wed penetration, thus providing
the inside part of the weld to be fiat and unobtrusive. Groove forms are
selected according to the standard SFS 2143 or SFS 4594.
Most commonly used groove forms are 1/2V-and V-groove. Use of Vgroove is recommended in welding of horizontal welds and 116V-groove
for vertical welds.

6.5.3 Selection of the welding additive
A welding additive is seected according to a raw material of a pipe
foliowing recommendations of a pipe or additive manufacturer.

6.5.4 Fitting and bridging of pipes
After a groove is made and cleaned, pipes are fitted for welding.
Specia attention should be paid to accuracy of fitting and correct and
durable bridging. Shape of a pipe deviating from a circle and different
internal diameters cause fitting problems, which can affect welding
time and quality. Differences in height of a radial surface must be
repaired before fitting. Due to nonradial shape and differences in
diameters, edges are not leve!. By rotating the pipe good fitting can be
produced. Due to the welding specifications, 1,6 mm is the maximum
permitted gap.
The best way to bridge is to weld a long tack weld as penetration
welding carefuHy and leave it as a part of a bottom Iayer Q7gure 27).
Edges of the tack weld should be made thinner in order to ensure
faultless penetration welding in joints. Welding of short tack welds
directly to a groove is not recommended.
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Tack weld, ground ends

1L4

Figure 27: Tack welding /18t
it is often advantageous to use connecting pieces notched at the
groove. An advantage of such bridging is, that the pieces assist the
fitting of heavy pipes and groove remains open. Bridging or removal of
pieces shouid not cause damage to the pipe (figure 28).

Figure 28: Bridging with connective pieces /18/.

6.5.5 Welding
Weiders shouid be quaiified by the qualification certificate in accordance with
the standard SFS-EN 287-1. WeIders qualification certificates or copies of
them shouid be presented to the supervisor of the weiding work before the
welding work starts. We!ding conditions should be organized to provide every
possibility to achieve the quaiity ievei required in the pian. Speciai attention
should be given to maintain grooves and additives dry and ciean.
Weiding instructions for horizontal and verticai welding are given in reference
/18/.
A steei backing can be used in extension weiding of pipes. A material
of the backing is chosen from the same steei quality category as the
extended pipe. Width of the backing strip should be at Ieast 60 mm.
The backing is instaiied symmetricaily with respect to the weld. The
backing is attached to the extension pipe. An internai weld is ground to
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the level of the basic material before the backing is attached. The steel
backing is attached to the pipe with weids, the length of which is 50
mm and mutuai distance about 50 mm. The a-measurement of the
intermittent welds is same as the material thickness of the backing.
There shouid not be air passage between the backing and the pipe
wall. The material thickness of the backing is chosen on the basis of
the weiding technique and welding values, defined in the weiding pian.
The materiai thickness of the backing should be at Ieast 4mm.
The structurai design of the weid shouid be checked according to the
standard SFS 2378 relating to the groove form in question.

6.5.6 Quahty requirements and control of welded joints
in piles, where a pipe is not acting as a beanng structure, a quaiity category
requirement for joint weld is WC.
In piles, where a pipe acts as a bearing structure, totaily or partiy, weiding
category requirement is WB.
Welder's qualification is tested in approvai test according to the standard SFSEN 287-1.
In category WC the quaiity of weids is checked visuaiiy for the total iength of
the weld.
In category WB in addition to the visual inspection at least 10% of the weids
are check with uitra sonic scanning and results are documented to the
instruction record for each weld. Ultra sonic scanning is started from the first
weiding seam.
When backing piate is used the quality of the weid is checked with a method
test in accordance with the standard SFS-EN 288-3 corresponding to the pile
extensions. No impact strength nor hardness tests are required in testing. Al
the installation site extension welds are inspected for the total iength.
Design of welds for service stresses of a piie and actbns during piie
driving is performed according to the fatigue factor of the standard
SFS 2378 relating to the groove form in question or according to the
standard 2373, when the load interchange number determined in the
table 3 in the standard 2378 corresponding to the domain of the stress
is lowered. Strength calcuiations for the weiding seam are presented in
design documents and the quality category of the weld is marked onto
the drawings.
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6.6 Attachment of the pile head to the concrete structures
A joint between the upper head of the pile and a concrete structure should be
designed to be able to transfer ali actions subjected to the pile from the
concrete structure.
A joint of a composite pile or a concrete pile with a steel casing to a
concrete footing is made using connection steeis between concrete
structures. Connection of an open-ended steel pipe pile is made in a
same way, when the upper part of the pile is secured against corrosion
with an internal concrete or when the steel pipe pile continues straight
as a column without a footing.
Typical joints between an open-ended steel pipe pHe and a concrete
footing are shown in figure 29.
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Figure 29: Typical joints between an open-ended steel pipe pile and
concrete footing.
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7 PLACEMENT OF PILES
7.1 Mutual distances inpile groups
The minimum centralized distances of piles are mutually selected to eliminate
any possibility of reduction in bearing capacity or damage during pile driving.
In a pile group the minimum distance between shaft surfaces of
parallel piles is norrnally derived according to the formula:
(23)

ei =300+O,7d
e1 =minimum distance between shaft surfaces of paral!e! piles
d=diameter of the pile, [mm]

In severe ground conditions the distances should be greater. If the
piles are "steering" each other, e.g. in pipe pile walis for coffer
foundations, the minimum distances displayed above canbe reduced.
Then the piles should nomially be driven open-ended.
If a pile group disperses downwards, the upper end of the piles can be
Iocated within smaller distances than the above mentioned.
If there are crossing piles in the pile group, the crossing point should
be designed as near the ground surface as possible. The mutual
distance of crossing piles depends on the depth of the crosslng point
of the piles. The minimum distance [mm/m] is derived from formula:
er

5OIr

^

el

(24)

e,-=the mutual minimum distance of the crossing piles, [mm]
Ir =depth of the crossing point, [m]

7.2 Distances from other structures
The minimum distance from adjacent structures is determined separately for
each case. It depends on the state of the adjacent structure, the structure, the
foundation method and presumed displacements of the ground.
In the vicinity of sensitive structures open-ended piles should be used.
If plugging does not take place, the piles canbe driven using distances
given in paragraph 7.1.In driving a close-ended or plugging pile near
large diameter piles the nhinimum distance between shaft surfaces of
the piles should be at minimum 2 d, where d refers to the diameter of
the dnven pile. Correspondingly the minimum distance between shaft
surfaces of the piles should be next to concrete pile groups 3 d,
individual concrete piles 4 d, wooden piles, slender steel piles or piles
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in bad coridition 5 d. If a new pile is driven deeper thanprevious piling,
the settlements caused in the old piling should be assessed 65-67
separately.

7.3 Deviations
Permissible deviations for the Iocation and orientation of a pile should be
considered individually for each case, because extremely exacting precision
requirements slow the pile driving. Permitted deviations (cf. 4.8) are indicated
in the pile Iocation drawings. Permissible deviations iii location, direction and
inclination for conventional pipe piling work used if otherwise unmentioned in
design are given in table 7.
Table 7.

Permissible deviations in Iocation, direction and inclination for
piles. /17/

Object of deviation

Permitted deviation

Location of an individual pile

±80 mm

Location of a pile in a pile group

±100 mm

Center of gravity of a pile group

±80 mm

Direction deviation,
horizontally projected
inclined pile

deviation in a
direction of an

Inclination deviation, deviation of an
individual pile from vertical or inclined
direction
Deviation of an upper head after levelling

±50
(±87 mm/m)
±2%
(±20 mm/m)
±50 mm
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8 FOUNDATION PLAN FOR STEEL PIPE PILE DRIVING
A geotechnicai pian is represented in the geotechnicai part of the
specificat!on for bridge construction, which refers to bridge drawings. The
general working specification for bridge construction (SYT) is referred, when
matters including to the geotechnical pian are appropriately represented in it.
The foliowing minimum requirements for a geotechnicai work pian should be
addressed:
- general sequence of building,
- pile types and sizes,
- target leveis of the piles,
- permitted bearing capacity of the piles,
- perrnitted iocation and inclination deviations,
- permitted curving,
- piie driving sequence,
- extending of the piles,
- use of rock shoes, bottom piates, tip reinforcements etc.,
- preliminary pile driving instructions and controi procedures (cf. 9.4),
- pile driving hammer and required effective driving energy transferred
tothe pile,
- planned test loadings,
- instructions for penetration of a stony and/or bouldery fiuiing,
- control of dispiacements caused by pile driving and preventative
measures,
- instructions for observing possible pile rising and preliminary
instructions for controi and redriving,
- instructions for keeping the pile driving record (modei of the pile driving
record is in appendix 1),
- possible concreting, quality of the concrete, method for concreting,
concrete reinforcement needed and appiication and location of the
control pipes,
- requirements for drawings of the compieted piling as build (SYL, 11EL
2210004)/27/ and
- possibie after-monitoring measurements.
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9 PILEDRIVING
Appropriate sections of the general specification for bridge construction (SYT)
are followed in piling work, and in Quality Controlled Constructon -contracts
the general quality requirements (SYL) are followed.

9.1 Suitable piling rigs
Hammers, which have sufficient driving energy compared to the required
bearing capacity of the piles, are suitable for driving large diameter steel pipe
piles, while the bearing capacity of the piles can be verified on the basis of the
piling work. The drop height or the piston stroke speed should be sufficiently
large as to facilitate the exploitation of the structural capacity of the pile in pile
driving, thus facilitating effective piling.
The drop height and the piston stroke speed should be adjustable to enable
control of the driving energy in ali driving stages. The drop height of the
hammer should be determinable during the piling work with accuracy of 0,1 m.
The relation between the cross section areas of the hammer and the steel
should be as small as possible, but not less than1.This ensures, that the
driving energy transmitted to the pile is as large as possible.
The instailation of Franki pipe piles and the installation of the working pipe of
the Franki pile are performed using the Franki piling hammer.
The final set of the steel pipe piles cannot be driven using a vibratory hammer,
because the bearing capacity of the piles cannot then be evaluated on the
basis of the installation work and the bearing capacity remains lower than the
bearing capacity of a corresponding driven pile. However, steel pipe piles can
be installed with a vibratory hammer before the final set in such soil layers,
where the shaft friction is not utilized in geotechnical design.
The structure of the piling rig should enable sufficiently close monitoring of the
pile penetration into the ground and the interruption of the driving if necessary.
The guide bars for the mast of the piling rig should be installed sufficiently
rigidly to the required inclination. When a piling hammer hanging from a crane
is used, the pile should be sufficiently supported by other supporting
structures. The whole piling rig should be supported and assembled in such a
way that no swinging occurs during piling.
The piling rig should meet ali aspects relating to the occupational safety.
Suitable piling devices for driving steel pipe piles include piling rigs
with free faIl hammers, free falling diesel hammers, hydraulic hammers
and diesel hammers with accelerated hammer blow. The drop height
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potential should be 1,5...2,0 m, if the hammer falis freely, and
2.. .2,5m, if the hammer is hanging from a cable. If the hammer blow
is accelerated, the maximum speed may be 7 mts. The exploitation
rate of the steelstress in pile material should be checked on the basis
of the estimated speed of the hammer or the piston. A more recommendabte way is to measure the driving stresses in connection of the
dynamic test Ioadings. The steel stresses shoutd remain in range
presented in paragraph 5.2.1.1.
The dnving stresses of Franki pipe piles, which are driven from the
lower end, have no noticeable effect to the upper part of the pite pipe.
Thus the drop height of the Franki piling hammer may be as much as
6 m. Strengthening of the lower part of the Franki pipe pi!es may be
necessary, if the pile is driven into a stony or bouldery soil Iayer.

9.2 Centralizing the blow
The impact of the hammer or the piston to the pile point should be central and
parallel to the axis of the pile.
When slow driving hammers are used, a driving cap or a dolly should be used
to centralize the impact and to protect the pile head. When steel pipe piles are
driven no driving cap is needed, if the pile and especially the pile head sustain
the maximum stresses during pile driving. If no driving cap is used, a dolly
manufactured from a thick steel piate should be used between the hammer or
the piston and the pile head. The structure of the driving cap or the dolly
should allow centralizing in relation to the hammer or piston and the pile.
The driving cap or the dolly is centralized with steel p!ate guides
installed directly to the pile head. The driving cap or dolly is firmly
attached to the frame, which should be centrally attached to the steel
piate.
A suitable material for the driving cap is azobe. The cross section area
of the driving cap should be equal to the cross section area of the
hammer. A suitable Iength of the driving cap is 300.. .800 mm. The
driving cap is changed before the wooden part is so worn, that the
blow meets the frames. The driving cap should be as Iight as possible.
The material of the dolly should sustain the stresses caused by driving.
The dimensions of the dolly are determined on the same basis as for
the driving cap.
When a vibratory hammer is used, the hammer is attached centrally to the pile
head.
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9.3 Verification of the driving energy
The effective driving energy transmitted to the pile from the piling rig, including
the driving cap or the dolly, can be verified by utilizing the dynamic test
ioadings with stress wave measurements.
Verification of the driving energy transmitting to the pile is performed
utiiizing the dynamic test loadings. Even for the same driving rig the
effective driving energy canbe remarkably lower when driving inciined
piles compared to the verticai piles. It is recommended to check the
driving energy transmitting to the piie in the start of the piling work and
it shouid be rechecked, if the piling rig or parts of itare changed during
piling work, e.g. the driving capor the dolly.
When hydrauiic hammers are used, the losses of the driving energy
are minimal. When the free fail hammer Is used, the driving energy
depends on the inclination of the pile and on the driving cap.The
energy losses of the hammers hanging on a cable are large. The
effective driving energy of old diesel hammers may diifer considerably
to the vaiues given by the manufacturer.
Pile pipes equipped with a bottom piate or a rock shoe, Wiich are
driven from the lower end of the pile, or Franki pile pipes, the bearing
capadtywhich is determined with PDA-measurements, must be
designed to sustain test driving to the upper head of the pile.

9.4 Compiling and verification of pile driving instruction
The designer compiies driving instructions for each combination of a pile type
and ground conditions. lnstructions are included in the foundation pian (cf. 8)
and they are defined on the basis of the information obtained regarding the
piling rig and after the test piling and loading.
The procedure of compiling is as foHows:
1) On the basis ot the ground conditions, the seiected pile type and size
and the target level, the designer compiies the pile driving instruction,
where the stages of the piling work are preliminarily presented and the
effective driving energy required from the driving rig is determined.
Using the piling formuias presented in paragraph 4.1.3, a reasonable
requirement for final setcanbe obtained, when the target ultimate load
is chosen to be 2,5...3,0 times the permitted geotechnical bearing
capacity. The maximum permitted drop height H canbe calcuiated
with formula 20 using Gmax^0,9Gsa,where is the yieiding strength
of the piie material.
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2) The contractor selects the appropriate piling rig in order to reach the
required driving energy using the drop height or the piston stroke
speed within the permitted values and reports information about the
piling ng to the designer.
The
designer defines the driving instructions according to the piling rig
3)
4)

used, if necessary.
If no test piling is performed prior to the actual piling, the pUing work is
started in a test piling nature. The designer complies the final driving
instructions on the basis of dynamic test Ioadings.
As a minimum, the foliowing items should be presented in the driving
instructions:
instruction for drop height or for driving energy used in different
stages of driving,
instructions for fihling close-ended piles driven from the upper
head with water to ease penetration, The pUe should not be
fihled, not even partly, with concrete before the geotechnical
designer has verified the geotechnical bearing capacity and
the structural designer has checked the actual pile Ioads on
the basis of Iocation, inclination and linearity measurements
(cf. paragraph 10.5),
instructions for a careful driving of the point peg in the rock
shoe to the rock,
instructions both for final driving and for final set,
- method instructions for the appearance of expected special
features during pile driving,
instructions appertaining to reporting duties and defired
instructions for keeping pile driving record and
- possibe dynamic test loading.

9.5 Support and control of the pile during driving
A pile should be supported in the beginning of driving or installation to keep in
the designed Iocation and in the designed inc!ination. During the pUe driving or
instaltation the pile should be continuously supported to its place at the cutting
level. If it is unreasonably difflcult to support the upper head of the pile, the
Iocation and inclination of the upper head should be monitored during piling
work. If the pile is observed to deviate from the designed Iocation or
inclination, the Iocation and inclination correction should be attempted.
If the pile point meets a stone or a boulder in the ground and intends to
change its direction, it should be possible to loosen steering to enable
avoidance of the obstacle without the pile bending. If there is a need to
loosen the steering more than the tolerances given for the location and
inclination of the pile would permit, the structural design of the pile
foundation should be checked (cf. 10.5).
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IOSUPERVISION OF PILE DRIVING
In supervision of piie driving the supervision instructions for bridge
construction (TIEL 2220001 and TIEL 2210002) are foiiowed, as appropriate
/24, 25/.

10.1 Expert supervision
The geotechnicai designer of the steel pipe piling is responsibie for the expert
supervision, the purpose of which is to verify and approve the geotechnicai
bearing capacity of pIes and piie groups. The structurai designer is
responsible for the expert supervision for piles, the purpose of which is to
verify and approve the structurai bearing capacity of piies and pile groups.

10.2 Site supervision
The builder nominates a piiing supervisor for the buiiding site. The pillng
supervisor ensures, that the piflng work is performed according to the
foundation pian and the piling work pian accepted on the site. Tasks of the
piiing supervisor include:
1) checking that materiai certificates of the piie materiai have been
delivered to the buiider and that the pipe materiais are in accordance
with the specifications,
2) verifying that the piles and their piiing equipment delivered to the site
correspond to the pians,
3) verifying that the working pians of the contractor are appiicie to the
conditions prevaiiing on site, and obtaining the geotechnicai and
structurai designer's approvai of the working pians,
4) verifying the qualification of the contractor's piling foreman and
quahfications of the weiders welding piie extensions (SYL 4, TIEL
2210006) /29/,
5) taking care that the piling foreman is aware of the pile driving
instructions vaiid at each time,
6) supervising that the pile materiai is handied and stored as appropriate,
7) supervising that the contractor performs and reports without deiay the
measurements reiating to the pile driving work he is ordered to
perform,
8) checking visuaily the piie weiding done on the working site, ordering
weids to be checked with ultra sonic measurements according to the
specifications, and supervising checks,
9) checking the angle deviations in the pile extension weids, and
reporting the angle deviations exceeding the permitted deviation to the
structural designer,
10) ordering and supervising pile test Ioadings according to the
specification, and attaining that the gectechnicai designer obtains the
resuits of the performed test ioadings as soon as possibie,
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11) supervising final driving of piles, venfying fiHing of the piling records
according to the performed pile driving, and delivering the fiuied pHing
records to the geotechnicai designer for checking,
12) supervising the measurements of pile location, inclination and linearity,
checking the reporting of these measurements, and attaining that the
measurement resuits are deiivered to the structurai designer as soon
as possibie,
13) supervising cleaning and casting of the piies to be fiuled with concrete
after the geotechnical and structural bearing capacity has been verified
(cf. paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5),
14) bringing to the attention of the contractor any neglected occupationai
safety,
15) supervising that the working methods of the contractor are appropriate.
in a Quaiity Controiled Construction -contract the nature of the supervision is
spot-checking, and the supervision concentrates especially on the checking of
the quaiity and the stage plans, and on the acceptance of the competed
structure.

10.3 Tasks of the pile driving supervisor
in general, tasks of the piie driving supervisor is to attain that:
1) the piling work pian is compiied and approved,
2) piles fuifihi the requirements concerning manufacturing toierances and
perpendicularity of the pile heads,
3) a rock shoe corresponds to the pian and it is attached as piained,
4) piles are handied and iifted as appropriateiy,
5) piles are placed at the designed location verticaiiy or at the designed
inclination and are supported according to the piie driving pian,
6) wetding grooves of the piie extension are within the iimitations of the
pian and that weiding is performed according to the supervision
instructions for welding works and the pianned checks of the extension
are performed using ultra sonic measurements,
7) planned test piie driving and dynamb piie tests (PDA) are performed
and approved driving instructions are obtained from the geotechnical
designer,
8) pianned measurements of elasticity are performed,
9) the hammer blow remains central and paraiiei with the piie,
10) the wooden part of the driving cap is changed appropriateiy,
11) the Ievei of the previously driven piles is monitored by ieveiiing when
piles are driven in the vicinity, and that the geotechnicai designer is
contacted in order to obtain instructions for check driving and redriving,
if heaving is observed,
12) final set is driven using the drop height as stipulated in the driving
instructions,
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13) final set is not interrupted before the settiement of the pile fuifiUs the
final set requirement given in the driving instructions,
14) setflements occurring during final set are measured and recorded
immediately in the piling record, which is fihled continuously during the
pile driving and presented daily to the geotechnicai designer
(appendix 1),
15) check driving and redriving corresponding to the pian and ordered by
the geotechnicai designer during the work are performed,
16) pile driving is interrupted, if the temperature is below directive values
presented in paragraph 6.1.2,
the
pile iocation, indlination and linearity are measured and that resuIts
17)
are presented as clear measurement drawings to the structurai
designer, if stipulated toierances are exceeded,
18) piles to be fiuled with concrete are cleaned and cast after the
geotechnical and structural bearing capacity has been verified (cf.
paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5),
19) necessary checks are performed in cast piies in order to ensure
underwater casting,
20) the need for additionai piles is checked with the designers accordir to
paragraphs 10.4 and 10.5.
List of measures presented above should be compiemented, if necessary,
corresponding to the pile type and driving hammer used and to the conditions
prevaiiing on the building site in order to ensure that the required pile bearing
capacity is achieved.

10.4 Verification of the geotechnical bearing capacity
in order to verify the geotechnicai bearing capacity the piles must reach their
target leveis, to satisfy the requirements given in the instructions for final set,
and stipulated test ioadings should be perforrned to them. Information
regarding the penetration leveis of piles and pile settlements during final set
shouid be presented daily, in form of piling records, to the geotechiical
designer. Aiso resuits of elasticity measurements and dynamic test Ioadings
are to be presented to the geotechnicai designer. Based on these data the
geotechnical designer determines the actual bearing capacity of the piles and
decides as to the possible need for additional piles or other measures to reach
the geotechnical bearing capacity.
The more precise method to determine the geotechnical bearing
capacity is to perform test ioadings, of which dynamic test ioadings are
most suitabie for large diameter piles. Dynamic test Ioadings shouid be
performed at the start of the pile driving for each different soil condition
and pile iength, in order to adjust the pile driving pian, and especiaily
the instructions for final set, thus attaining the designed bearing
capacity of piies.
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10.5 Verification of actual pile ioads and structural bearing capacity
The inclination and location of the piles are measured in order to verify the
actual ioading of piles and the structural bearing capacity of the pUe group.
The linearity of the piie is measured in order to verify the structural bearing
capacity of the piie. in addition, the integrity of the pile is clarified and that the
joints are welded and checked appropriateiy.
if the iocation and inclination tolerances required in the plans are exceeded,
ciear and unambiguously presented results of location, inclination and linearity
measurements should be delivered immediately to the structurai designer. On
the basis of the measurement results the structurai designer calculates the
actual loadings of the piles by check calculation for the piie group and
redesigns the structural bearing capacity of the piles and pile groups and
decides on the possibie need for additionai piles or other measures to reach
the required structurai bearing capacity. in general, only ioadings of the piies,
that exceed the permitted deviations of location, should be checked after the
pile driving, However, the pile groups should normally be anaiyzed as a whole
according to the realized piiing.
The pile cannot be cut and cast until the geotechnical and structural bearing
capacity is approved. To finaily verify the structurai bearing capacity it should
be clarified that pile casting is performed according to the plans.
Piles are extended by welding. Checking measures for welding joints
are introduced in paragraph 6.5.6.
Also, the quaiity of the underwater casting shouid be verified as
required in the plans. if no checking method is introduced in the pian,
the checking method for cast-in-place piles according to the general
specification for bridge construction (SYT) is followed, i.e. uitra sonic
measurements and injection with special hoses. It is not recommended
to cast piles, the diameter of which is less than 600mm, as
underwater work. If the casting is, however, performed under the
water, the quality control measures should be presented separately in
the pian.

10.6 Documentation of the approval of pile driving
When piling is completed, its approval is reported and a reaiization drawing
according to the supervision instructions for bridge construction (TIEL
2220001) is drawn /24/. The reaiization drawing and ali measurement data are
fiied as appendices to the quaiity report of the bridge.
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RECORD FOR STEEL PIPE PILE DRIVING

APPENDIX 1

Building site:

Pile No

Location:

Record No

Page No

STEEL PIPE
External diameter:

mm

Part

Wall thickness:

Steel grade

Length:

mm

Date ofmanufact.

Manufacturer

Weight:

mm

kN

Certifications and remarks

-pipe
-point
-extension

TOLERANCES OF THE PIPE
External diameter

______%ofcircumference

Wall thickness

Linearity

______%oflength

Length

______mm

Circularity

______%

Irregulai-ities of the head

______ mm

Right-angle accuracy of the head

______%ofextemal diameter or ______

______

mm

INSTALLATION OF STEEL PIPE STARTED: DATE TIME ENDED: DATE TIME
Designed inclination

Piling rig:

______________
+

__________

Level of the pile point

+

__________

-hammer

Pile length (m)

=

__________

-driving cap

Pile point, reached level

+

__________

Pile point, target level

+

_____________

Measuring level
Pai-t

Drop height (m)

Material

Blows
(number/s)

Mass
(kg)

Cross section
(mm2)

Settlement
______________ _______________
(mm)

(mm/blow)

Length
(m)

Elasticity
(mm)

___________

Depth of the point from Remarks (extension of the pile, internlpts,
the measuring level (m)
etc.)
_______________________

ADDITIONAL PAGE FOR PIPE INSTALLATION
[Bui1ding site:

Pile No

1

Record No

Location:

APPENDIX 2
Page No

INSTALLATION OF THE STEEL PIPE (CONTINUING)
Drop height (m)

Biows
(number/s)

Settlement
____
(mm)

____
(mm/blow)

Teinporary
conipression
(mm)

Depth of the point from Remarks (extension of the pile, rnterrupts,
etc.)
the measuring level (m)
______________________

EXCAVATION, GROUND CONDITIONS AND WORKING TIMES
Layer thickness

Soil type boundaries

Soil type

Effective working time

Measuring level

APPENDIX 3

Remarks (excavation device,
sampies, boulders, interrupts, etc.)

Work started:

lase level
Thickness of the plug

Work ended:

Treatment of the base:

n

Total effective working time

Total working time:

REINFORCEMENT AND CASTING STARTED: DATE
Check of the base: date

TIME

ENDED: DATE TIME

Approval of the base, conlroller:

time

Perfirmed cleaning measures:
Reinforcement, main steels:

hooks:

Check pipes:
Strength class K

Concrete manufacturer:
kg/rr

Amount ofcement:

Maximum grain size:

Viskocity:

mm

sVB

Additives:

Water-cement relation:
Concrete consumption:

n,

theoretical:

Test blocks (identifying mark):

m3

Temperature:

Casting method:
at level+

Casting interrupted: time
Reason for interruption:

SPECIAL AND CORRECTIVE MEASURES

CHECK MEASUREMENTS
Deviation
value

measured

Cheeks

Designed

Location

0

=

Check Ievelling

Date

Curvature

<1:

=

Check/redriving

Date

Direction

0

Inclination

Checked:

/

Level of the pile point after dnving

____________________

Pile Curnflg level

_______ :1 ________

Complied:

Date:

-___________

level

-___________
-___________
-

1

19-

Number of

